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Introduction

Background and Overview number of damage reaches, damage
categories, elevations for elevation-damage

The Structure Inventory for Damage Analysis functions, single flood events to be analyzed,
computer program (SID) is designed to assist and the total number of damage functions. In
in the systematic and expeditious collection, general, the number of damage categories and
management, and processing of data related to damage reaches will be the limiting elements
structures subject to flooding. The primary in the total size of a job that can be processed
function of the program is to generate eleva- in a single run by SID. The variable names
tion-damage functions by user-designated of the input categories are given below, as
damage categories and reaches. The resulting well as the expression needed to compute the
functions may be exposed to additional proces- maximum index value of the dynamic array.
sing, such as the expected annual damage
evaluations provided by the Expected An-
nual Flood Damage Computation
Program (EAD-Hydrologic Engineering
Center, 1984). The SID program also has Input Data
been constructed to enhance the study of a Quantit-y Variable ,Record
variety of nonstructural flood plain manage- Damage Reaches NODR J2
ment measures so that measures such as Damage Categories NODC J2
selected flood proofing, relocation, and raising Elevations for the Elevation-Damage Relationship IELV J2
of structures, can be accommodated in the Single Flood Events ITYPE Jl
damage function aggregation process. Single
flood event damage values by category and
reach may be directly determined based on (IELV+ ITYPE + 15) * NODC * NODR 25,000
user specifications.

An overview of flood damage evaluation
concepts, requirements, and capabilities of the
SID program are presented herein. In addi-
tion, the input necessary for program execu-
tion and related output are described in Hardware and Software Requirements
detail. Sample input and output have also
been included to demonstrate the program The SID program was developed in
capabilities and to assist the user in preparing FORTRAN IV using a CDC 7600 computer
input data for the program. system. The source code has been converted

to FORTRAN 77 and presently is supported
on Harris minicomputers and MS-DOS com-

The SID program is maintained and dis- patible microcomputers. In general, it is com-
tributed by the Hydrologic Engineering patible with other major computer systems.
Center, Water Resources Support Center, U.S. The HEC data storage system (HECDSS)
Army Corps of Engineers, 609 Second Street, provides the linkage between SID and EAD
Davis, California 95616. This agency should and is currently only available on MS-DOS
be contacted for any questions regarding its compatible microcomputers and to the U.S.
use or availability. Army Corps of Engineers on Harris minicom-

puters. Work is underway to make the
HECDSS compatible with most major com-
puter systems.

Job-Size Limitations

The SID program is designed to accommodate
individual users by use of dynamic arrays
within the program. This enables
considerable flexibility in specifying the



File Assignments:

FORTRAN Keyword
File Number Keyword Abbrev. Description

5 INPUT I The standard input device from which SID
input data is read. On the personal
computer (PC), the default asignment is to
the user's keyboard.

6 OUTPUT 0 The standard output device to which SID
output is written. On the PC, the default
assignment is to the user's monitor.

11 STRUCTURE S The local disk file name used when the
structural data (SL, SD, SO records) resides
on a sequential disk file. On the PC, the
default assignment is to the file
"SCRATCH.O01".

12 DMGFUNC D The local disk file name used when the
damage function data (DF, DP, PC (or DD)
records) resides on a sequential disk file. On
the PC, the default assignment is to the file
"SCRATCH.002".

13 F13 F The local disk file name used by the SID
program as an unformatted scratch file for
storing intermediary trace messages. On the
PC, the default assignment is to the file
"SCRATCH.031".

14 F14 F14 The local disk file name used by the SID
program as a formatted scratch file for
storing a copy of the input data records. On
the PC, the default assignment is to the file
"SCRATCH.003".

71 DSSFILE DS The local disk file name used for a HECDSS
data file when storing aggregated elevation-
damage data. On the PC, the default
assignment is to the file "SCRATCH.032".

92 DFRECS DF The local disk file name used when the
damage function selection data (DF records)
reside on a sequential disk file. This implies
that the damage function data (DF, DP, PC
(or DD) records) reside on a direct access
disk file (see File98). On the PC, the default
assignment is to the file *SCRATCH.004".

98 RANDMG R The local disk file name used when the
damage function data (DF, DP, PC (or DD)
records) reside on a direct access disk file.
On the PC, the default assignment is to the
file *SCRATCH.O33.
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Flood Damage Analysis and Information Processing

Overview Elevation-Damage Function
Development

The SID program has been
developed to assist in evaluating the flood The SID program processes structure
damage potential of an area based on inventory data to develop elevation-damage
assessments of individual (or small groups of) functions. Information requirements are:
structures. The program addresses the reference structure and flood elevation data,
portion of the flood damage assessment damage potential of individual structures,
process that involves the development of value of structures and contents, and damage
elevation-damage functions by damage reach delineations. Data processing options
categories and damage reaches. The resulting for the SID program are described in more
functions may be linked either manually or detail in Appendix C. The SID program
automatically via HECDSS to other programs outputs elevation-damage functions by damage
for computation of expected annual damage category and reach.
and inundation reduction benefits.

The evaluation of the flood damage
potential of a stream reach is performed in Program Interface and Damage
several phases. Figure 1 is an overview Computations
schematic of the process commonly used
within the Corps of Engineers. The role of The SID program has been developed to
the SID program is shown. The process enable automatic data transfer with other
consists of three primary functions associated computer programs for computations of
with flood damage assessments: (1) inventory expected annual damage and inundation
of field survey data; (2) analytical programs reduction benefits. The process uses special
for evaluations; and (3) data management and software called the HEC Data Storage System
processing procedures. (HECDSS). For most investigations the

Expected Annual Flood Damage Computation
(EAD) program is most applicable for direct

Field Survey and Evaluation Procedures calculations of expected annual damage and
inundation reduction benefit values. The

The nature of the field survey and HEC-1 (Hydrologic Engineering Center, 1987)
information gathering process is dependent program may be utilized for optimization or
upon whether the selected evaluation process other analyses of flood control system
is based on 1) individual structures or 2) areal components (structural and/or nonstructural)
capture of the damage potential using spatial measures are desired. The technical aspects
analysis concepts. Evaluations involving of the data transfer are largely transparent to
individual structures may be performed by the user. Data transfer to these programs (or
exhaustive surveys of the individual (or small others desired by the user) may also be
groups of) structures, or by surveys of sample performed manually. The HEC training
structures considered representative of the document "Flood Damage Analysis Package"
study area. Typically, the inventory/survey (Hydrologic Engineering Center, 1988)
seeks to identify and catalog the structures, provides a detailed description, user guidance,
assign values, and determine reference and an example of data transfer between
elevations. Field survey information HEC programs. The HEC document "Flood
requirements and the information Damage Analysis Package On The
inventorying process are discussed in more Microcomputer, Installation and User's Guide"
detail in Appendix B. (Hydrologic Engineering Center, 1988)

provides a detailed description of the
installation and operation of the FDA Package
(including the SID program) on the
microcomputer. Appendix C describes these
procedures in more detail.

3



Figure 1: Overview of Flood Damage Analysis Procedures
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Damage Reach Delineation

The study area, both floodplain and
contributing watershed, must be partitioned
into analysis subunits to accommodate many
data, analysis, and reporting needs.
Calculation of damage is performed for
specific locations within the larger study area.
Hydrologic and flood damage potential data
must be developed and accurately aggregated
to these locations to enable efficient and
accurate computations to be performed.
Defining the aggregating areas (they are
normally referred to as damage reaches) and
selecting the location within each area
(referred to as the index location) that is
representative of the area should be done
with care. Important factors that should be
considered in delineating the damage reaches
and selecting index locations are - from the
hydrologic engineering perspective: location of
stream gages, location of major watershed
subdivisions (eg. tributaries, watershed
computer model computation locations etc.),
consistent (parallel) water surface profiles for
a range of flow, stable location included for
developing rating curves, and hydrologic
engineering information needs for flood-loss
mitigation measure formulation and
evaluation. Factors that are important from
the economic analysis perspective are:
distribution of existing and projected future
flood plain development, data reporting
boundaries such as counties, and coop
districts, and economic information needs for
flood-loss mitigation measure formulation and
evaluation. Other factors that may be
important are: local government/special
district boundaries for which planning
information will be reported and
matching/comparing results with previous
Corps studies and/or local agency studies.

5
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Capabilities and Computation Procedures

Overview

Computational capabilities described analyses. TABLE 1 summarizes the general
herein include procedures for aggregating analytical capabilities of the SID program in
damage functions, selecting structure damage evaluating various types and conditions of
potential, evaluation of nonstructural flood flood loss mitigation measures.
loss mitigation measures, and single event

Table 1: SID Analysis Capabilities

Existing
Development Future

Condition Development'

Do Nothing (without Conditions) X X

Structural Flood Control Measure X X

Nonstructural Measures

Permanent Actions
"* Flood Proof X X
"* Raise X X
" Relocate X X

Flood Plain Regulations X

Preparedness Temporary Actions X X
"• Content Adjustments (raise/remove) X X
"* Damage Mitigation X X

(perimeter barriers, seals, closures)

Location, type, and attributes of new structures must be defined by the user.

Aggregation of Damage Functions

Aggregation of elevation-damage functions damage function) for the specific
by damage category and damage reach to structure (Figure 2a).
damage reach index locations constitutes the
fundamental analytical capability of the SID (2) The stage values are converted to
program. The aggregate functions are derived elevation by equating zero stage to a
by summing stage-damage functions of specific elevation (usually first floor
individual structures, by damage category and elevation). Figure 2b illustrates this
reach, considering the structure elevation and process.
nature of the flood profiles. The basic process
is outlined below.

(1) Stage-damage functions are developed
for individual structures from the
appropriate generalized stage-percent
damage function (or direct dollar

7



Figure 2: Elevation-Damage Function Development at Structure
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(3) The next step in the aggregation (4) The final step is to sum the
process is to adjust the elevation scale elevation-damage functions for each
for each structure to correspond to the reach at the respective index location.
datum at the index location. This Aggregate functions are formed by
adjustment is required to account for summing the adjusted
the slope of the water surface profiles elevation-damage function of each
throughout the damage reach. The structure with those of other
reference flood concept is used in the structures assigned to the same
adjustment process. A reference flood damage category and reach. TABLE 2
is defined as a flood profile shows the aggregation process.
representative of the range of flood
profiles that are expected to occur. An example summary output of the
Flood profiles from hypothetical or computed aggregated damage functions for the
historic events may be used, but is various damage categories is shown in
advisable to use a computed profile TABLE 3. The table depicts five damage
from a hypothetical or standard event categories of a particular reach with the
(e.g., 50-yr., 100-yr. event). The damage functions of each structure assigned
difference between the reference flood to a damage category and aggregated to the
water surface elevation at the index location of the reach. The total
structure and the reference flood aggregated elevation-damage function for the
water surface elevation at the index reach (summation of the individual functions)
location is computed and the elevation is also provided. The aggregation procedure
scale adjusted. Figure 3 shows a described is the same for all SID program
structure located upstream of an index executions, whether evaluating existing or
location with difference in reference future structures for with and without
flood elevations of 3 feet. For this proposed measures conditions.
case, elevations of the structure
elevation-damage function are red by
3 feet to complete the translation
procedure.

Table 2: Damage Aggregation Process

STRUCTURE A STRUCTURE B TOTAL ELEVATION-
ELEVATION-DAMAGE ELEVATION-DAMAGE DAMAGE FUNCTION

FUNCTION AT FUNCTION AT AT DAMAGE REACH
INDEX LOCATION INDEX LOCATION INDEX LOCATION

Elevation Damage Elevation Damage Elevation Damage
(feet) ($ x 101) (feet) ($ x 103) (feet) ($ x 103)

..... 662 0 662 0

.......... 663 1.1 663 1.1
S..... 664 4.7 664 4.7

.......... 665 &2 665 5.2
666 10.7 666 10.7

667 0 667 12.3 667 12.3
668 0.8 668 14.2 668 15.0
669 1.2 669 17.6 669 18.8
670 2.0 670 20.3 670 22.3
671 3.6 671 35.0 671 38.6
672 5.0 672 37.4 672 42.4
673 7.0 673 410 673 48.0

9
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Table 3: Aggregated Damage Functions At The Index Location

TABLE 3

Aggregated Damage Functions
At The Index Location

($1,000)

Elev Single Family Multi-Family Public Heavy Unimproved Total
n.rs.1 Residential Residential Facilities Industrial Pasture Damage

654 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
655 0.5 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.6
656 1.2 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 1.6
657 1.4 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.1 1.9
658 1.5 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.1 2.0

659 1.6 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.1 2.1
660 1.9 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.1 2.4
661 2.4 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.1 2.9
662 2.8 1.1 0.4 1.2 0.2 5.7
663 3.1 5.5 0.4 1.2 0.2 1.4

664 3.2 14.7 0.4 20.4 0.2 38.9
665 3.4 19.9 0.4 86.1 0.3 110.1
666 3.7 26.8 0.4 175.9 0.3 207.1
667 4.0 36.4 0.4 267.5 0.3 308.6
668 4.2 47.9 0.4 325.1 0.4 378.0

669 4.4 71.6 0.4 372.2 0.4 449.0
670 4.4 71.6 0.4 420.6 0.4 497.4
671 4.6 91.0 0.5 422.8 0.5 519.4

Structure Criteria and Damage (3) individual relationships for the structure,
Functions contents, and other items. In addition, three

unique functions may be defined for each
Several options are available for stipulating floor level (basement, first floor, and second
structure information and other data floor), or a single function may be defined for
necessary to define the damage potential the total range of stage inundation. The
associated with individual structures. Input damage potential associated with the stages
data for a structure include: structure may be specified as a direct dollar value or as
characteristics (identifier, damage category, a percentage of total structure value.
and location); monetary values (building,
contents and other items, i.e., landscaping, The stage values may constitute a range
outbuildings); reference structure and flood of negative (typically below first floor) to
elevations; and stage-damage relationships positive values. Figure 4 illustrates the major
defining the damage potential corresponding user options available for defining the
to stages of inundation, stage-damage functions. Subsequent

paragraphs elaborate on the data input
requirements and options.

Stage-Damage Functions

Stage-damage relationships are provided to
the SID program on DF, DP and PC (or DD)
records. There are a maximum of nine (9)
different types of stage-damage functions
allowed. The function may consist of a single
composite (total) function including the
building, its contents, and any other items
such as outbuildings and landscaping, or three

11



Figure 4: Structure Damage Evaluation Specifications
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Stage-damage functions are defined by and the designated damage category. The
stage values on DP records and structure identification code IBLDG (SL.2) is
corresponding damage values on the used to store and retrieve data for the
PC or DD records. The PC records structure. The damage reach identification
are used if damage values are input as code IDRCH (SL.1) specifies the damage reach
percentages, IDF (DF.3) = 0; DD location of the structure. Data variables
records are used when damage values ROWN (SL.3) and COLE (SL.4) are optional
are input directly as actual values, and used to define the row (north) and
IDF (DF.3) = 1. Direct dollar damage column (east) coordinate points of the
input is typical for small numbers of structure. Any rectangular coordinate system
structures or for structures having may be used, such as row/column or the
unique stage-damage characteristics, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) system.
such as industrial or commercial The coordinate location option is provided to
buildings. FIGS. 4a and 4b show the assist in locating the structure for future
two options of specifying damage reference and for interfacing with a spatial
values. When the damage values are data bank for possibly obtaining other
input as a percentage, the total dollar pertinent data (i.e., topographic and reference
value of the structure, its contents flood elevations). The topographic and
and other items must be input as data reference flood elevations
variables VIFS (SD.4), V1FC (SD.5) may be obtained manually from cartographic
and VIFO (SD.6), respectively. These sources or automatically from coordinate-based
date variables are multiplied by the data files.
percent damage values to develop the
damage values corresponding to the Additional structure information (not
range of stages. presently used in the analysis) may be

included on the optional SS and SA records.
" Stage-damage functions may be These data include soil types, structure

specified as a single function attributes (i.e., construction material,
throughout the entire elevation (stage) foundation types, number of windows, size of
range, IFUNC (SL.10) = 0, or as a openings), and the street address and zip code
unique function for up to three levels of the structure.
(basement, first floor and second
floor), IFUNC (SL.10) = 1, 2 or 3.
Figure 3c illustrates the latter option Reference Elevations
for first and second floors only. The
SO record is used to define the Two reference elevations are required at
damage functions for the individual each structure: 1) a structure reference
levels. elevation to convert stage-damage functions to

elevation-damage functions; and 2) a reference
" Stage-damage functions for contents flood elevation used to translate and aggregate

and other items may be derived as a damage functions to damage reach index
percentage of the structure damage locations. The use of the reference flood was
function. Data variables VBC (SO.4) pre iously described. Consequently, the
and VBO (SO.5) are used to derive following paragraphs discuss the structure
the damage values for contents and reference elevation and related options. These
other items, respectively, include capabilities to adjust for basement

floors, lowest openings, and specification of
" Elevation-damage functions for each of ground elevations for first floor elevation.

the three options shown in Figure 3 Figure 5 depicts the data variables and
may be used instead of stage-damage summarizes associated input requirements
functions by specifying a structure and options.
reference elevation, STOPO (SL.6),
equal to zero. The first floor elevation corresponds to the

zero stage value of the stage-damage function
(DF, DP, PC, or DD records) for the

Structure Information structure. The structure reference elevation
usually reflects the first floor elevation; but it

The structure identification data specifies may also correspond to the ground elevation.
the title or code of the structure, its location, If the structure reference elevation reflects the

13



ground elevation, the elevation is subsequently records in Appendix E.) For instance, a total
adjusted to the first floor by the addition of of five damage categories are desired: low
DELTG (SL.9) as shown in Figure 5. The density residential (DC records), medium
elevation-damage function of the structure is density residential (DC records), industrial
subsequently generated based on the (DC records), residential contents (CC
developed structure reference elevation records), and industrial contents (CC records).
corresponding to zero stage relationship. Content damage potential values are

conceptually removed from the low and
Data variable DELTB, the difference medium residential categories and grouped

between the elevation of the basement floor under a residential category (Figure 6).
and the first floor, is required if separate Industrial contents are displayed in a similar
stage-damage functions are to be applied for manner. A total of five categories are
the first floor (and second floor) and the subsequently displayed. Analyses or
basement. Data variable DELTZ, the aggregation of the content damage categories
difference between the water surface elevation is performed precisely like that of other
at the initial damage value and the first floor categories. Aggregation of damage categories
elevation, is required if the zero damage for single event flood damage analyses may be
elevation does not properly define the water specified on AC records.
surface elevation where damage starts. For
example, as shown in Figure 5 a basement
opening exists that would admit flood waters Damage Reaches
only at some elevation above the basement
floor, and therefore, damage would not begin Damage reaches are used to define limits
until the water reached that elevation. The of consistent data for analyses and economic
basement stage-damage function should not displays. Damage reach data are specified on
reflect the basement floor elevation with DR records. Specifications of the damage
respect to the structure reference elevation, reach code, reference flood elevations, and
(The stages in a basement damage function reach target elevations for nonstructural
should start at zero and DELTZ would most analyses are defined on the DR record.
often be negative.) Aggregation of damage reaches for single

event flood damage analyses may be specified
on AR records.

Damage Categories

Damage categories are used to consolidate
the large number of structures into specific
groups of similar characteristics for analysis
and reporting purposes. The descriptions of
categories to be used in the analysis and
displays are specified on DC records. The
damage potential for a structure typically
consists of damage associated with the
structure, contents, and "other" items.
However, potential damage to contents may
be separated in the accounting and display by
utilizing the CC records. This option enables
direct reporting of the potential damage to
contents and periodic updating of content
values due to affluence.

The CC records specify and describe
content damage categories to be evaluated and
displayed. Damage potential to contents are
subsequently not accounted for in the
specified categories of the DC record, but are
instead aggregated as defined CC record
content categories. Figure 6 depicts the
concepts of content damage categories. (Also
see variable descriptions on DC and CC
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Figure 5: Damage Function Construction Concepts
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Figure 6: Content Damage Category Concepts
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Nonstructural Flood Mitigation example, all designated structures would be
Measures flood proofed 2.0 feet, providing varying levels

of protection for the structures in the reach.
The capability of the SID program to The height of flood proofing may vary by

process and manipulate elevation-damage individual structures or damage categories as
functions makes the program a powerful specified on the J5 and J6 records. The
instrument for evaluating nonstructural flood general procedure is as follows:
mitigation measures. The measures that can
be analyzed are as follows: flood proofing If a uniform height of flood proofing is
(permanent or temporary actions), raising specified for a damage category, then
(permanent for structures and temporary for the damage functions of all structures
contents), and relocation or demolition of the assigned to that damage category are
structure. modified (the program actually

truncates damage functions for
Nonstructural analyses may be performed buildings and contents, damage

for all structures of a specified damage functions for "other" are not modified).
category, only new structures of a specified It should be noted that the process
damage category, or for individual structures. could be repeated for many damage
The J1 record specifies the types of categories.
nonstructural analysis and the nature of the
structures to be evaluated for the job. New
structures are defined as those associated with An elevation-damage function is then
future development and are to be evaluated developed for each structure in the
during future condition analyses. Structure damage reach, using the modified
characteristic data, reference elevations, and damage functions, and assigning
stage-damage functions are defined as topographic elevations to the various
previously described. Data variable NEWSTR stage values (the damage function at
(SL.10) is used to designate new structures the structure would be the modified
associated with potential future development, or truncated).

Flood Proofing The elevation-damage functions are
then adjusted based on the difference

Flood proofing measures that may be in reference flood elevations between
evaluated using the SID program may be individual structures and the index
either permanent or temporary measures. location and aggregated according to
Permanent measures include flood walls, damage classification using procedures
closures, and sealant materials around the previously described.
exterior of the structure. Temporary
measures, usually associated with individual
or group flood fighting efforts include sand It is possible, in a single compiter run, to
bags, perimeter earthen dikes, flashboards, flood proof as many damage categories as
and closures. The evaluations may be desired and to have a unique flood proofing
performed for specific individual structures, all level for each category.
structures of designated damage categories, or
only "new" structures associated with user
specified damage categories. The type of flood
proofing analyses is designated by data
variable IPROF (J1.2).

The flood proofing assessments may be
performed using either of two conceptually
different means of implementation: 1)
specified height of protection above zero
damage elevation or 2) specified target flood
level of protection. Figure 7 depicts the two
concepts. The first method flood proofs
designated structures to a specified height
above the zero damage elevation. For
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Figure 7: Flood Proofing Concepts
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A summary of the flood proofing concepts,
Flood proofing structures to a specified options, significant data variables, and input

target flood level provides uniform protection records is presented in Figure 9.
to the structures. For example, all specified
structures are designed to be flood proofed to
the elevation of the 20-year exceedence Raising of Structures and Contents
frequency event. Typical measures include
permanent walls and earthen dikes around The SID program provides the following
groups of structures and temporary flood nonstructural options for the elevation of
fighting measures implemented for groups of buildings, permanent raising of existing
structures. The user is cautioned to consider development (structure and contents),
the physical feasibility of flood proofing elevation of future (new) structures based on
structures since some measures may not be regulatory development policies, and
physically feasible for the feet of protection temporary emergency elevation of contents to
indicated. The amount of flood proofing of mitigate flood damage. The evaluations may
individual structures is summarized on the be performed for all structures in a damage
output. category, only "new* structures (future

development), or for only specified individual
structures. The type of raising analysis is

Flood proofing selected damage categories designated by the user by data variable IPOL
to a specified target flood protection level (J1.1).
(within a given damage reach) requires the The analysis of raising existing structures
computation of the depth of flooding at each or future structures subjected to flood plain
structure resulting from a flood event regulation makes use of the reference flood to
equivalent to the protection level specified. If determine the effected flood plain area. The
a structure is inundated by that flood event, it elevation of the regulatory flood (flood plain
is then flood proofed to an elevation area) at the index location is determined by
corresponding to the depth of flooding procedures similar to those described for flood
(Figure 7). proofing damage reaches to a specified flood

levels. When the computed regulatory (or
design frequency) flood event wate' .arface

The water surface elevation at the index elevation is higher than the zero stage of the
location which corresponds to the desired structure, the resulting damage function for
target flood protection level is determined and the structure is elevated so that the zero stage
input to the SID program. The corresponding elevation is the same as the flood event water
target flood protection level (elevation) is then surface elevation. The corresponding change
computed for each structure using the in the elevation-damage function is shown in
reference flood. The inundated structures are Figure 10. For a flood plain regulatory or
subsequently flood proofed to protect against project design elevation of 423.0 feet in Figure
the specified event. 10, the elevation-damage function must be

raised 3 feet to reflect the placement of
ground elevation or zero stage at or above the

The stage damage function for a structure regulated flood plain.
with a first floor elevation of 420.0 feet is
shown in Figure 8. The reference flood A summary of analytical capabilities of the
elevation at the index location is 427.0 feet SID computer program to raise existing
and the desired target protection elevation is structures or future structures under flood
425.5 feet. The difference in water surface plain regulatory policies is provided in
elevations at the index location is -1.5 feet Figure 11. Important associated concepts,
(425.5 - 427.0). The difference is added to the data variables, and record input requirements
reference flood elevation of the btructure are also provided.
(424.5 feet) to yield a corresponding target
protection elevation (424.5 - 1.5) of 423.0 feet,
as indicated in Figure 8. The elevation
damage-function is then truncated as shown
in Figure 9 and aggregated to the index
location in the usual manner.
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Figure 8: Flood Proofing Procedure For Target Flood Level of Protection
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Figure 9: Flood Proofing Options

Permanent and temporary flood proofing measures include the installation of perimeter
barriers (walls, dikes, sandbags, etc.), closures and sealant materials on the structure.

Flood proofing Flood proofing measures mitigatej / level damage by preventing flood waters
from inundating the structure and

/ contentseffectively truncating the
_ ~damage function. The measures
, V/0 Conditions are typically viable for up to 2 - 3

feet on a structure.I I I I

Damage (SI.000)

SID FLOOD PROOFING OF STRUCTURES OPTIONS

" All structures within specified damage categories are flood proofed to a uniform
specified height (i.e., 2.0 ft.) with respect to the first floor. IPROF (J1.2) = 3, use
J5 and J6 records.

"• Only "new" structures within designated damage categories are to be flood proofed to
specified target flood levels. IPROF (Jl.2) = 2, use J5 and DR records.

"• All structures of specified damage categories and reaches are flood proofed to
specified target flood levels (uniform degree of protection). IPROF (J1.2) = 1, use
J5 and DR records.

"* Only "new" structures are to be flood proofed to a specific height with respect to first
floor. IPROF (J1.2) = 4, use J5 and J6 records.

"* Only specific structures are to be flood proofed to a specified height or to a target
flood elevation. IPROF (J1.2) = 5, use J7 and DR records.
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Figure 10: Analysis Procedure of Raising Existing or Future Structures
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Figure 11: Raising of Structure Options

RAISE EXISTING OR FUTURE STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS

Raising of structure and associated content analyses may be performed for existing
structures or to evaluate regulatory development policies for future development
Temporary raising of contents in conjunction with preparedness planning actions may also
be evaluated.

levated str~ctie---- // Raising of structures and/or

contents mitigates damage by
reducing the frequency of flooding.
The function is adjusted upwards
in elevation corresponding to the
amount of elevation raise specified.

V/0 Conditions

Deamge (in $1.000)

SID RAISING OF STRUCTURES OPTIONS

0 Raise all structures within specified damage categories and reaches to a designated
flood level. IPOL (J1.1) = 1, use J3 and DR records.

4 Raise only "new" structures within specified damage categories to be raised above a
designated flood level. IPOL (JI.1) = 2, use J3 and DR records.

4 All structures within specified damage categories are to be raised a specified amount.
IPOL (J1.1) = 3, use J3 and JA records.

* Only "new" structures within designated damage categories are to be raised a
specified amount. IPOL (J1.1) = 4, use J3 and JA records.

* Raise specified existing or "future" individual structures to a target level of
protection. IPOL (J1.1) = 5, use J4 and DR records.

0 Temporarily raise contents. This option requires manual adjustment in the
elevation-damage function for contents.
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Relocation of Structures The user must specify the number of
single events to be analyzed, ITYPE (J1.8). A

Relocation of structures is defined as maximum of ten (10) events may be evaluated
relocation of inhabitants and mitigation of the in a single program execution. The elevations
damage potential associated with the structure of the events at the damage reach index
either by moving the structure from the flood locations are input on the SE records in
threatened area or demolition of the structure increasing order. Summary output options of
in place. single event analyses are indicated by variable

1AG (J1.9).

Temporary emergency evacuation of mobile
homes or removal of contents also falls within Table 4: Elevation-Damage
the purview of "relocation" nonstructural Function
alternatives presented herein. Evaluation
capabilities of the SID program provide for
analysis of all structures of a specified damage Elevation Damage
category, only "new" (future development) Ft. m.s.l. $1.000
structures of the specified category, or 635 0
specified individual structures. 636 10

637 12
Computational procedures are similar to 638 62

those described for flood proofing and raising 639 65
of structures. Instead of a truncated or 640 120
elevated damage function, a "no-damage"
function is aggregated to the index location.
Two options are available for determining if a
structure should be relocated. Either the zero The automatic program interpolation of
stage (elevation) below the specified flood level damage functions to determine single event
for implementation or the zero damage damage values is more accurate than manual
elevation below the targeted flood level may interpolation. To illustrate the potential
be used. difference, TABLE 4 shows the

elevation-damage function output at an index
location for a single damage category and

Figure 12 presents an overview of the SID reach. If the 50-year flood event for the index
program capability to analyze relocation of location is 637.5 feet, a user might interpolate
structures. Also included are key data linearly between the elevations 637 and 638
variables and the input required to perform feet in estimating the damage at $37,000.
specific analysis. What is not known is whether the value of

$62,000 for elevation of 638 feet represents a
large number of structures with a tenth of a

Single Event Damage Computations foot of flooding or a small number of
structures experiencing greater depths of

The SID program has the capability to flooding. In the former case, an elevation of
calculate inundation damage values associated 637.5 could result in a relatively insignificant
with user-defined single flood events (e.g., increase in damages from that shown at an
historic, frequency, Standard Project, or elevation of 637 feet ($12,000). In the latter
Probable Maximum). Multiple events may be case, the $37,000 estimate could be reasonable
evaluated in a single program execution with approximation of the damage due to a 50-year
output by damage category, damage reach, event.
and total damage associated with each event.
The calculations (interpolations) are performed The J1 record variable ITYPE (JI.8)
for each structure before the program specifies if single event calculations are to be
aggregates structure elevation damage performed, and LAG (J1.9) specifies if damage
functions to the damage reach index locations, categories and reaches are to be aggregated.
This capability is extremely useful because it The water surface elevations for each event
eliminates the necessity of user interpolation analyzed are input on the SE record for the
of the elevation-damage functions for the index location. Up to 10 events may be
corresponding output items. evaluated during one program execution. The

water surface elevations must be specified in
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Figure 12: Relocation of Structure Options

RELOCATION OF STRUCTURES AND CONTENTS

Permanent relocation/temporary evacuation of structures and contents are implemented
for existing structures. Permanent relocation of structures actually refers to removal of the
damage potential which may be performed by physically moving the structure or relocating
the residents and demolition of the structure. Temporary evacuation implies removal of the
structure (mobile homes) and/or contents associated with the structure during a flood event.

I Prior to removal
or demolition /

* /

/• Relocation of structures from the
S/ threatened area essentially

S-removes the damage potential
associated with individual

S/ • structures.
/

I I I I I I 1 I I

Demage (in $1,000)

SID RELOCATION OF STRUCTURES OPTIONS

"* All structures are to be relocated (or demolished) within designated categories and
reaches which have a zero damage elevation below the specified flood level. IEVAC
(J1.3) = 1, use J8 and DR records.

"• Only new structures are to be relocated within designated damage categories which
have a zero damage elevation below the specified flood level for implementation.
IEVAC (J1.3) = 2, use J8 and DR records.

"* Relocate all structures within designated damage categories with a zero damage
elevation below specified flood level for implementation IEVAC (J1.3) = 3, use J8
and DR records.

"• Only new :rtuctures within specified categories are to be relocated if the zero
damage elevation is below specified flood level for implementation. IEVAC (J1.3) f
4, use J8 and DR records.

"* Only specified individual structures with zero damage elevation below flood level for
implementation will be relocated. IEVAC (J1.3) = 5, use J9 records.

"• Removal of all or percentage of contents. Manually adjust elevation damage function
for contents appropriately.
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ascending order. The ST record enables resource constraints prohibit exhaustive
users to provide titles for each of the analyzed inventories of individual structures. This
single events. Single events analyzed may be capability is especially beneficial for study
either hypothetical (frequency, Standard areas involving large numbers of structures
Project or Probable Maximum) or historical and/or when the level of study detail does not
events. A zone summary table, i.e., number warrant exhaustive data collection. The
of structures inundated between each single damage projections using sampled structure
event, may be output as specified by ITYPE data may be performed using ISAMP (J1.10)
(JI.8). to designate that all or some damage

categories are samples, as specified on the D3
record. The results of the sampled structure

Flood Zone Summaries damage potential data are scaled based upon
the percentage of sampled structures of each

Flood zone summaries display the number category over the projected number of actual
of structures and damage potential between structures of the category.
specified flood elevations. A zone summary is
automatically output when single event
damage analyses (SE records) are performed.
Zone summaries included the following:
number of structures with elevations of first
floor in a flood zone, number of structures
with elevations of zero damage in a flood
zone, and the total dollar value associated
with structures which have first floor
elevations within specified flood zones.

Future Condition Analysis

The SID program may be used to evaluate
future development scenarios based on
corresponding structure and associated
damage potential information. Data
requirements are identical to that of existing
structures including identification, location
and values, reference elevations, and
stage-damage data derived from the future
development condition designated for analysis.
Future development evaluations may be the
most probable future or other future
alternatives to access the sensitivity and
stability of the flood mitigation measures over
the projected life of the measures.

Future structures are identified by data
variable NEWSTR (SL.10) which enables
analysis of structures that presently do not
exist but are projected to exist at a future
date. User options on the J1 record enable
the evaluation of all structures (existing and
future), only future (new) structures, or only
structures individually specified for analysis.

Sampling Capability and Procedures

The SID program may be used to forecast
the damage potential of the study area from
representative sample data when study and
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Input Preparation

General Description descriptions and associated input requirements
and output results.

This section describes the basic input

structure of the SID program. Specific input
information presented includes definition of Program Data Hierarchy
the program hierarchy, type of records needed
to perform desired analysis, and general The general hierarchy of the input
information to be entered on each input structure for the program is displayed in
record. Detailed program input description is TABLE 5. The program is designed for the
provided in Appendix E. Appendix A user to specify job titling, desired analysis
provides a glossary of input data variables and performance, and output specifications.
Appendix D provides example problem

Table 5: Program Data Hierarchy

TITLE RECORDS

JOB RECORDS

"* Defines Analysis Specifications
"* Specifies Damage Function Information Applies to each job.
"* Specifies Nonstructural Analysis Criteria

OUTPUT TRACE RECORDS

DAMAGE RECORDS

"* Defines Stage-Damage Relationships Applies to each damage
" Defines Damage Categories category and damage reach.
"* Damage Reach Specifications

SINGLE EVENT DAMAGE RECORDS

"* Water Surface Elevation Applies to each single event
"* Title of Event analysis.

STRUCTURAL RECORDS

"* Structure Specifications Data
"* Damage Evaluation Criteria Applies to each structure.
"* Structure Data to be Stored
"• Structure Location Data

Data Records Description

Title Records: Three title records are required. They provide output
Ti, T2, T3 display information used to readily identify the project and

job. The content of the title records is optional, but it is
suggested the records include the project name, data notes,
selected program options, and any unique features of the job.
The information on the title records is printed at the top of
each page of the computer printout.
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Job Records: The job records specify criteria and analysis options
Ji through J9 required for program execution.

" First Job Record. JI. This required record
specifies the type of analysis to be performed (existing
or future without condition, flood proofing, raising,
relocation, etc.), the printout option, single event
evaluation options, and sampling option.

" Second Job Record: J2. This required record
specifies basic information on damage functions,
damage categories, damage reaches, file management,
and miscellaneous control codes.

"* Third Job Record: J3. An optional record(s) used
to define damage categories to be subjected to
raise-to-target elevation analysis.

"* JA Record: An optional record(s) used to specify
the target amount when raising structures of
designated damage categories on the J3 cards.

"* Fourth Job Record: J4. An optional record(s)
used to identify structures to be subjected to
raise-to-target elevation analysis.

" Fifth Job Record: J5. An optional record(s) used
to specify damage categories to be subjected to flood
proofing analysis.

" Sixth Job Card: J6. An optional record(s) used to
define the depth of flood proofing for corresponding
damage categories on the J5 card.

" Seventh Job Record: J7. An optional record(s)
used to specify the individual structures to be flood
proofed and the flood proofing criteria associated with
each structure.

"* Eighth Job Record: J8. An optional record(s)
used to specify the damage categories to be subjected
to relocation analysis.

"* Ninth Job Record: J9. An optional record(s) used
to specify individual structures to be relocated.

Evaluation Priority An optional record used to establish the priority in which
Record: OA several nonstructural measures (raise-to-target, flood proofing,

and relocation) are considered for analysis. If not specified
differently by this card, the order defaults to (1)
raise-to-target, (2) flood proofing, and (3) relocation.
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Trace Records: TR, TS, Optional records which specify the trace output desired for
TM each program execution.

" Trace Output for Job Record. TR. An optional
record(s) used to specify the type of trace output to
be obtained for the job.

"* Trace Output for Structure Record: TS. An
optional record(s) used to specify the structures to be
traced. A maximum of 100 structures may be traced.

"* Trace Output for Damage Reach Card: TM. An
optional record(s) which specifies damage reach and
damage category combinations to be traced.

HEC Data Storage System An optional record specifying the pathname used by the
Record: ZW HECDSS when storing elevation-damage functions for later

use by the EAD Program.

Damage Function Records: Required records that may be stored on separate direct access
DF, DP, PC, DD or sequential disk files or may be included in the record

input stream.

Damage Function Specification Record: DF.
Specifies the number of stage values in the
stage-damage function, identifies the type of damage
values, and type of input file.

* Stage Values Record: DP. Stage values for
stage-damage functions.

* Percent Damage Values Record: PC. Percent
damage values corresponding to stage values on DP
record.

Direct Damage Values Record: DD. An optional
record used instead of the PC (percent damage)
record. The input data specified are the actual
damage values of the structure. This option is
typically used for unique industrial or commercial
buildings. The values correspond to stage values on
DP records.

Damage Category Required data records that define damage categories and
Consolidation Records: content categories.
DC, CC

Damage Category Consolidation Record: DC.
A required record that defines damage categories
(low density residential, commercial, industrial, etc.)
used to consolidate potential damage values of
individual structures. The damage category is used
for summary printouts and computer data file
transfer.
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Damage Function Records: Content Damage Category Consolidation
DF, DP, PC, DD Record: CC. An optional record used to consolidate
(continued) content damage into separate categories for evaluation

and display. A set of CC records is required for each
content damage category specified by the DC records.

Damage Reach Records: Damage reach records are required for each reach to be
DR, DT, SE, D3, ST, AC, analyzed. The DR and DT records are required and specify
AR water surface elevation and titling data for the reach. The

SE, D3, ST, AC and AR records are optional and are used to
specify single event evaluation criteria, scaling adjustments
for analysis based on samples of structures, and damage
reach output specifications.

"Damage Reach Water Elevation Data Record:
DR. A required record that specifies relevant water
surface elevation data at the index location within the
reach. Water surface elevation data requirements
include reference flood elevation and target elevations
used to evaluate potential implementation of flood
proofing, raise-to-target, and relocation actions.

"* Damage Reach Title Record: DT. A required
record providing an alphanumeric description or
identification of the damage reach.

" Single Event Analysis Water Surface Elevation
Record: SE. An optional record used to specify
water surface elevations at the index location of each
damage reach for analysis of single flood events.
Single events may include historic, frequency,
Standard Project or Probable Maximum floods.

" Scaling Adjustments to Damage Function
Records: D3. An optional record used to scale
(adjust) the consolidated damage category functions
for the damage reach. The functions are adjusted as
the reciprocal of the percentage value specified.

"* Single Event Titling Record: ST. An optional
record that provides titling information for the single
events specified on the SE records.

" Single Event Damage Category Output
Consolidation Record: AC. An optional record
used to specify a reduced set of damage categories for
summary output of single flood event analysis results.

" Single Event Damage Reach Output
Consolidation Record: AR. An optional record
used to specify a reduced set of damage reaches for
output summary of single event analysis.
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Structure Inventory These records represent structure inventory data to be
Records: SL, SD, SO, SS, subjected to damage potential analysis. The SL and SD
SA records are required. The SO record is optional and enables

users to specify damage functions by floor levels (basement,
first floor, and second floor). The SS and SA records define
structure attributes and characteristics. They are not
presently used in analyses, but have been defined for
potential future applications.

" Structure Characteristics Record: SL. The
required record provides identification codes,
locational information, structure elevations, and
printout controls.

" Structure Damage Potential Data Record: SD.
The required record is used to specify the damage
category (for potential damage consolidation), damage
function assignments, and values associated with the
structure, contents, and other items.

" Structure Damage Analysis by Levels Record:
SO. This optional record provides for the evaluation
of structures at three levels: first floor, above first
floor, and basement.

" Structure Information Cataloging Record: SS.
An optional record for cataloging more detailed
information on the structure (building identifier, age,
soil type, type of structure, etc.) This record is
planned for potential future use (not yet developed) to
enable more detailed economic and nonstructural
flood mitigation evaluations.

" Structure Address Cataloging Card: SA. An
optional record for cataloging the address of the
structure. The record has no present analytical
utility and is included for future use.

End of Structure Data A required record after the last set of structure records
Record: ES (SL-SA) denoting the end of the structure data.
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Output Display

Overview The description of output is accompanied by a sample
printout. The output display includes selected printed pages
and does not include the entire echoed input data (job control
cards, stage damage functions, etc.) or the damage reach
aggregated damage functions. Numbers in parenthesis in the
text refer to notes that appear on the sample output display.

Description of Example
Output

Banner Page A title page including the program name, program version
date (1), and program execution date and time (2) is
provided.

Input Listings A display of the input data is provided at user request (3).

Title Title record information is printed at the top of each output
page (4).

Job Records Job record data are initially displayed in a record image
format prior to a more descriptive definition of the variables.
The variable and input values follow with a brief description
of each variable.

"* Analysis Information: JI Record. An image of
the required J1 record is displayed (5) and a
description of coded input values given (6).

" Damage Function Generation Specifications: J2
Record. The required J2 record is shown in record
image format (7) and the values associated with
damage functions and data file structure are displayed
and identified (8).

Data Record Images Images of data records are output as shown (9).

Stage-Damage Functions Stage-damage functions generated from input data used in
the development of elevation-damage relationships at
individual structures are shown (10).
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Damage Categories Specified damage category titles and maximum nonstructural
analysis values (flood proofing, raising, etc.) are displayed
(11).

Index Location Summary A damage reach index location data ,iimmary is provided (12)
to enable users to verify input reach daLa.

Single Event Information Input data for single event damage analyses are shown by
title (13) and water surface elevations (14).

Structure Inventory Data The damage potential data for each structure is printed out
Summary as follows:

"* Structure and Damage Reach Data. Location,
damage reach, and category data are provided (15).

" Dollar Value of Structure. Total structure,
content, and other damage category values associated
with the structure are given (16) along with the
identification of the stage-damage function (17) used
in the analysis.

"* Damage Data. Values used to develop the damage
function for each damage category are tabulated in
the output. Column titles are related to the input
variables shown below:

STAGE - STAGE (I), DP Record (18)
W.S.E. AT INDEX - Calculated water surface
elevation (19)
STRUCTURE DAMAGE FIRST FLOOR (20)
CONTENT DAMAGE FIRST FLOOR (21)
OTHER DAMAGE FIRST FLOOR (22)
STRUCTURE DAMAGE BASEMENT (23)
CONTENT DAMAGE BASEMENT (24)
OTHER DAMAGE BASEMENT (25)
TOTAL DAMAGE (26)

"* Single Event Damage. Dollar damage values
associated with single flood events are given (27).

Trace Example of Damage Trace printout options are specified on the J1 and J7
Category Records. Identification of damage categories and reaches (28)

to be traced and structure and reach data (29) are provided.
Generated elevation-damage function values from
user-specified trace requirements are given in tabular form
(30). Output generated is one page per structure.

Nonstructural Analysis Defines nonstructural modifications made to structures in a
Summary reach (31).
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Structure Elevation Zone The output reflects the number of structures and associated
Summary values by damage reach based on aser-specified flood zones

(single event floods). The output tables are defined by the
following:

"* Damage reach identification (32).

"* Number of structures by damage category located in
specified flood zones based on reference elevation of
structure (SL.6 - STOPO) (33).

"* Number of structures by categories located in
specified flood zones based on structure zero damage
elevation (34).

"* Structural value by categories located in specified
flood zones based on reference elevation of
structure (35).

Damage Reach Damage reach summaries depicting elevation-damage
Aggregation Summaries functions by damage categories are developed and output by

the SID computer program. The following results are output
by damage reach:

"* Damage reach identification and title (36).

"* Table of damage reach categories (37).

"* Summary of single event damage values by damage
categories (38).
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Sample Problems

Sample problems illustrating various types for the program. The problems also provide
of calculation capabilities of the SID program a valid data verification set to assure proper
are included in Appendix D. The sample program operations on other computer
input and output will provide the user with systems.
an overall description of the data necessary
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Glossary of Input Variables

Record.Field
Variable (columns) Variable Definition

ADDR SA.5 - SA.7 Street address of structure

ADJ SL.5 Elevation of the reference flood at the structure

AGG J2.4 Elevation tabulation interval to be used in construction of
elevation-damage functions

ALT ZW.3 - ZW.5 HECDSS alternative pathname label (Part F)

BC SS.5 (35-36) Code for basement construction type

BG SS.4 (29-30) Code for presence of basement

BSIZE SS.5 (37-40) Basement area

BT SS.5 (33-34) Categorization of basement type

CG SS.4 (25-26) Categorization of construction type

CITY SA.8 - SA.9 City where structure is located

COLE SL.4 Column or East coordinate point of structure

DELTB SL.8 Difference between elevation of basement floor and structure
reference point elevation

DELTG SL.9 Difference between the elevation of the ground and structure
reference point elevation

DELTZ SL.7 Difference between water surface elevation where damage can
begin and reference point elevation

DEPRF J7.4, J7.7, J7.10 Height of flood proofing for the structure relative to the zero
damage point

DPRF J.6 Height of flood proofing for damage category in relation to zero
damage point

DTITLE DT Title and/or description of damage reach

ELINTR DR.7 Elevation tabulation increment at which damage potential will be
computed, printed and stored

EVCELV DR.5 Target water surface elevation at index loca.ion for structure
relocation

FC SS.8 (59-60) Code fnr first floor construction type

FSIZE SS.8 (61-64) First floor area

IADDR SD.7 - SD.10 Space allowed for comment/record keeping

TAG J1.9 Specification for aggregation of single event damage results
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Glossary of Input Variables

Record.Field
Variable (columns) Variable Definition

IAGGDC AC Aggregated new damage category in which the damage for the
associated damage categories is placed

IBLDG SL.2, SD.2, Structure identification code
SO.2, SS.2, SA.2

IDAC SO.7 (49-51) Identification code for damage potential function to be assigned
for damage to the contents above first floor

IDAO SO.8 (57-59) Identification code for damage potential function to be assigned
for damage to "other" items above first floor

IDAD SO.6 (41-43) Identification code for damage potential function to be assigned
for damage to the structural portion above first floor

IDBC SO.4 (25-27) Identification code for damage potential function to be assigned
for damage to contents of the basement

IDBO SO.5 (33-35) Identification code for damage potential function tn be assigned
for damage to "other" items of the basement

IDBS SO.3 (17-19) Identification code for damage potential function to be assigned
for damage to the structural portion of the basement

IDCAT SD.3 Damage category to which structure will be assigned for
consolidation of damage potential for all structures

IDF DF.3 Identifies damage potential function as stage-percent damage or
stage-direct dollar damage

IDFILE DF.4 Identifies location of damage potential function depth and

damage data

IDPRT DR.8 Damage reach structure information print option

IDRCH SL.1, SD.1, Damage reach identification code
SO.1, SS.1, SA.1

ID1FC SD.5 (33-35) Identification code for damage potential function to be assigned
for damage to contents of the first floor or composite structure

ID1FO SD.4 (41-43) Identification code for damage potential function to be assigned
for damage to "other" of the first floor or composite structure

ID1FS SD.4 (25-27) Identification code for damage potential function to be assigned
for damage to the structural portion of the first floor or
composite structure

IDF3 DR.9 Flag for damage reach to indicate whether sample scaling is
desired

IELV J2.7 The number of elevation tabulation values to be used in
development of the elevation- damage relationships
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Glossary of Input Variables

Record.Field
Variable (columns) Variable Definition

IEVAC J1.3 Indicates the type of relocation action to be used

IFUNC SL.1O (73-74) Indicates amount of additional information on structure

IMAGE J2.6 Controls listing and record image printout as the records are
read

IMARK J2.8 Indicates the value to be used for the structure for the value
structural flood zone summary

IOA OA Establishes the priority order in which the several measures for
flood proofing, raising-to-target, and relocation are considered for
analysis

IOACRD J1.4 Indicates whether the order of evaluation options will be

specified

IPOL J1.1 Indicates the type of raising-to-target action to be used

IPRNT J1.5 Controls the print options

IPROF J1.2 Indicates the type of flood proofing action to be used

ISAMP J1.10 Indicates if sample scaling is desired

IT DF.1 Damage potential function identification code

ITDC TR.3 Damage category to be traced

ITDR TR.2 Damage reach to be traced

ITRACE J1.6 Indicates whether trace output providing detailed results of
specified analysis is desired

ITYPE J1.8 Number of single flood event damage values to be calculated

IZIP SA.10 Zip code for structure

JDCT DC.2 Identifier for the category into which individual structure
damage potential will be consolidated for summary printout and
computer file transfers

JDR DR.1 Damage reach identification code

JEVAC J8 Damage category identification code to be subjected to relocation
analysis

JPOL J3 Damage category identification code to be subjected to
raise-to-target elevation analysis

JPRF J5 Damage category identification code to be subjected to flood
proofing analysis
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Glossary of Input Variables

Record.Field
Variable (columns) Variable Definition

KODE field 0 all Record identification code
records

MDCT TM.2, TM.4, Identification codes for damage categories to be traced
TM.6, TM.8,

TM.10

MDRT TM.1, TM.3, Identification codes for damage reaches to be traced
TM.5, TM.7,

TM.9

MTRACE TR.5 Number of damage reach - damage category combinations to be

traced

NAGGDC AC.1 Number of aggregated new damage categories

NAGGDR AR.I Number of aggregated new damage reaches

NDFILE J2.9 Location of damage potential function data

NEWSTR SL.10 (75) Identifies the structure as existing or new for analysis purposes

NFILE J2.5 Location of structure information data

NG SS.4 (27-28) Code for number of floors not including basement

NJEVAC J8.1 Number of damage categories subject to relocation analysis

NJPOL J3.1 Number of damage categories subject to raise-to-target elevation
analysis

NJPROF J5.1 Number of damage categories subject to flood proofing analysis

NOB SS.7 (49-50) Number of "other" openings below the first floor

NODC J2.2 Number of damage categories

NODF J2.1 Number of damage functions

NODR J2.3 Number of damage reaches

NOF SS.10 (73-74) Number of "other" openings above first floor elevation

NSTAG DR.2 Number of depth tabulation values for damage function

NSTR J4.1, J7.1, J9.1 Number of structures to be subjected to non-structural analysis

NSTRS TR.4 Number of structures to be traced

NTRACE TR.1 Identifies what is to be traced

NWB SS.6 (41-42) Number of windows below the first floor
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Glossary of Input Variables

Record.Field
Variable (columns) Variable Definition

NWF SS.9 (65-66) Number of windows in the first floor

OAD SS.7 (51-53) Average size of "other" openings below first floor

OAS SS.10 (75-77) Average size of "other" openings above first floor elevation

OBF SS.7 (54-56) Elevation difference between the lowest "other" opening and the
first floor reference point

ODF SS.16 (78-80) Elevation difference between the lowest "other" openings above
first floor and the first floor reference elevation

PERCNT PC or DD Percent or direct damage values for damage function

POLELV DR.3 Target water surface elevation at the index location for
raise-to-target analysis

POLMAX DC.3 Maximum feasible amount structures of this damage category
could be raised

PRFMAX DC.4 Maximum feasible amount structures of this damage category
could be flood proofed

PROELV DR.4 Target water surface elevation at index location for flood proof to
target flood level analysis

PROJ ZW.1, ZW.2 HECDSS Project pathname label (Part A)

REFFLD DR.2 Elevation of the reference flood at the index location

RESID SA.3, SA.4 Name of resident or business

ROWN SL.3 Row or North coordinate value of structure

SAGE DP Depth values for damage functions

SAMPLE D3 Percent of structures sampled within associated damage category

SEVTIT ST Title for single flood events

SF SS.3 (21-22) Soil foundation type

SINGLE SE Water surface elevations at index locations for single flood events

STOPO SC.6 Structure reference elevation

STRELV DR.6 Starting water surface tabulation elevation for elevation-damage
function development

STREVC J9 Structure identification code for structures subject to relocation
analysis
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Glossary of Input Variables

Record.Field
Variable (columns) Variable Definition

STRPOL J4 Structure identification code for structures subject to
raise-to-target analysis

STRPRF J7 Structure identification code for structures subject to flood

proofing analysis

STRTRC TS Structure identification code for structures to be traced

TG SS.3 (23-24) Categorization of structure type

TITDC DC.5 - DC.10 Title to be associated with damage category identification

TITLE T1, T2, T3 Title information for computer run

TYPRF J7 Type of flood proofing analysis for structure

VAC SO.7 (52-56) Value of contents above first floor

VAO SO.8 (60-64) Value of "other" above first floor

VAS SO.6 (44-48) Value of structural portion above the first floor

VBC SO.4 (28-32) Value of contents of the basement

VBO SO.5 (36-40) Value of "other" items of basement

VBS SO.3 (20-24) Value of structural portion of basement

VIFC SD.5 (36-40) Value of contents of first floor or composite structure

VIFO SD.6 (44-48) Value of "other" items of first floor or composite structure

V1FS SD.4 (28-32) Value of structure of first floor or composite structure

WAB SS.5 (43-45) Average size of window openings below the first floor

WAF SS.9 (67-69) Average size of window openings on the first floor

WBF SS.6 (46-48) Elevation difference between lowest window below first floor and
the first floor reference point

WDF SS.9 (70-72) Elevation difference between lowest window above the first floor
elevation and the first floor reference point elevation

YC SS.3 (17-20) Year of completion of structure
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Field Survey and Inventory Procedures

Overview 0 Type of structure - single or
multistory, with or without basements,

Field reconnaissance and surveys are etc.;
performed to inventory structure data used in
estimating the flood damage potential of an . Reference elevation of structure -
area. The information and extensiveness of either ground or first floor,
the field surveys vary with study
requirements and resource availability. For 0 Reference flood elevation of structure -
some investigations, inventories of the elevation of the designated flood
representative sampled areas are used to profile for each structure;
project existing or future development
characteristics of the entire area for 0 Value of the structure, contents, and
subsequent estimate of the associated damage other items; and
potential. Other investigations are performed
using inventoried data developed from a * Appropriate stage-damage functions
complete survey of all structures within the for the structure, contents, and other
flood plain in the study area. The accuracy items.
and scope of the field surveys and level of
detail requirements are dependent upon the
nature of the investigation and detail required Other structure attributes and information
for commensurate hydrologic and hydraulic may be beneficial in evaluating the damage
evaluations. potential and physical feasibility of

implementing nonstructural measures at the
structure. These include the number and

Structure Inventory Information type of openings, foundation type, construction
Requirements materials, and square footage of the structure.

The structure inventory process requires
considerable forethought and initial
preparation prior to actual information
gathering. Information needs and the degree
of detail required must be considered prior to
inventory gathering and field surveys.
Appropriate documentation and referencing of
data for the present and future investigations
must also be considered.

A list of the information needs pertinent
to analysis of individual structures is provided
below. The data may be compiled from
previous studies, cartographic data (i.e., aerial
photographs, topographic elevations), and
general field reconnaissance or detailed field
surveys. Typical structure data requirements
are as follows:

"* Structure identification - identification
number, code, or label of the
structure;

"* Structure location - coordinates, street
address, zip codes, damage reach;
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Structure Inventory Procedures

The procedures adopted to generate and resources, and experience of the analyst An
develop structure inventory information for example of what might be termed a *typical*
assessments of the flood damage potential of procedure for performing a structure
the area vary with the requirements needs, inventory data is provided below.

Preliminary Assessments This phase would include a review of previous study data and
procedures of similar scope and requirements, delineation of
the area to be investigated, and an initial reconnaissance of
the area to determine the nature of the flood threat and
damage potential.

Structure Identification This aspect includes locating and establishing identification
codes of existing structures using such criteria and methods
as a coordinate system, street addresses, aerial photographs,
etc.

Structure Reference Estimates of structure reference elevations and reference flood
Elevations elevations at the structures should be obtained from

cartographic data or field survey. Reference flood elevation
assignments may be obtained from reference flood inundation
boundary maps and water surface profiles as provided from
hydraulic analyses. Structure reference elevations may be
obtained using topographic maps and aerial photographs.

Stage-Damage Data General stage-damage functions should be developed or
adopted for the selected types of residential, commercial,
industrial, and other structures. Occasionally detailed
structure damage potential assessment is developed from
entering structures and cataloging the structural features and
contents. This is done most often to verify an existing
damage function or provide basic data to create a new one or
modify an existing one. Damage categories to be used in the
analysis would also be adopted at this stage.

Future Conditions Scenarios and projected future development patterns should
be obtained from pertinent agency resources if possible. The
nature, location, and types of structures should be estimated.
The "most probable future" and other future alternative
development patterns should be identified.

Alternative Measures Identify potential alternative flood mitigation measures to be
analyzed.
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Field Surveys Detailed field surveys should be conducted to verify reference
elevations, estimate value assignments of structures, and
select appropriate stage-damage functions. Structure
reference elevations (first floor or ground levels) may be
obtained via detailed topographic maps (field verified), hand
levels, or surveying in the field using survey instruments.
Structure value assignments may be determined by use of
field reconnaissance, interviews, real estate listings, etc.
Unique structures (historic buildings, industrial, and
commercial establishments) may require development of
direct (actual) stage-damage functions.

The structure survey field data form located on the next page is a suggested format to assist in
field inventory and documentation of structure data requirements for specification to the SID
program. The data collected via this form may be used to directly encode the SL, SD, SO, SS, and
SA record data associated with the individual structures.
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Structure Resident. ___________

Study: Survey Address,. ______________

Date ____________ Field Fora City: ____________

Prepared by: _____________zip: _______________

River Rile:_____________

Lacetirne 9knee Tell 3S840e

Bui~lding ID (IBLDG); ise.

Damage Reach (ID2CI): _ _______AboeUM

Damqe Category (IDCAr)7 rust_______

Ref Flood MIRY (ADJ): Cu________(m)

Striactuxe Rot Slav (S'TOPO): _______ itmt.
pirt. 112AXI ____

Coordinates: North (ROVN): anstmt.

Mast (COLE): 6"m_____

Zero Damage Elev-YF (DELTZ): ____

Basuerint-Pirst Floor (DELMh) _____ ____ ___ ____

First Floor-STOPO (DEL1M); ____mm)_ s..

Remarks: ___________________________

F I~e I

DATA RECORDS

IDIRX IBLDG RESI COL ADJ PODRT CILTS DEZI
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Data Management Concepts and Procedures

Introduction retrieval from sequential and direct access
files.

Data management, a combination of
information processing, storage, and retrieval, SID program input may be via either
is an integral part of performing expedient sequential or direct access files. A sequential
and consistent water resource investigations, file is processed by always beginning at the
Several data management features and initial data record and processing through the
capabilities have been incorporated in the SID records in sequence until the desired
program to assist the user in evaluating the information is obtained. In the past, the most
damage potential of structures in the flood common sequential file was punched cards;
plain. These features enable user flexibility in but now the files will usually consist of data
managing input data to the program and the records residing on magnetic disk. Sequential
output data format so as to be compatible fie processing is generally easier to program
with subsequent input and evaluation and develop but requires more data retrieval
capabilities of other programs. Consequently, time than processing direct access files.
the user must have as a minimum a
conceptual understanding of data management Direct access files are developed using a
procedures and requirements. hierarchy of key data items which enables the

program to logically search through the data
Data management centers about file until the desired information is located.

manipulation of structural input data, damage Direct access files are typically more difficult
function input data, and subsequent to initially develop and program but are more
processing of the results of the program (see efficient than sequential files in locating
Section II, Flood Damage Analysis and information contained in large data files.
Information Processing). The options are
based on the use of sequential or direct access Recent emphasis in computer data
data files. The file format and computer processing is towards the use of disk files
system requirements and operations have with magnetic tape files used primarily for
been made transparent to the user to the disk file back-up. Files referenced in the
extent possible. following examples as Filell, File12, File13 ...

Filen, generally reside on a magnetic disk file
instead of tape. The user must know the

Basic Terminology data file names used in developing the job
control language (JCL) to execute the SID

There are three types of data input program.
devices for a computer program:

"* Keyboard
"* Magnetic tape
"* Magnetic disk

Output may be on magnetic tape, disk, or via
printer device. A collection of data on any of
the devices is called a file (disk file, tape file,
etc.). The keyboard input and simple tape
files are inherently sequential files, requiring
all preceding data on the file to be read in a
sequential manner before reaching the desired
data. Disk files may be either sequential or
direct access. A direct access file, which
always resides on a magnetic disk, allows
access to any record within a file based on a
labeling hierarchy (key data fields such as
pathname) used to locate and identify the
record. Figure 13 depicts the concepts of data
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Figure 13: Sequential and Direct Access Data File Concepts

SEQUENTIAL DATA FILE

To retrieve data for an individual (a) (b

damage function, each record must be MI =I dwage ata
read until the desired function is located. I . W.d

For example, to obtain the damage Ut n5 damage date

function data for the residential damage - dma, data
function (LR1), the data must be read for - m d.t.
the following damage functions: MHI, - I LK•. a.
MH2, HR5, and HR6. If the requested 1-22 LU2 damage data
damage function is CIO, then the entire -CI CIO""2 data
file must be read beginning at Mil. L I

MASTER INDEX

IIHI

MH2 DIRECT ACCESS FILE

HR5

HR6

LRi (a) (b)

LR2 ItHI 1HI damage data

CIO HHZ NH2 damage data

HR5 HR5 damage data

The master index of damage HR6 HR6 damage data
function identifiers is used to
provide more efficient and LRi LRI damage data
expedient location of the damage LR2 LR2 damage data
functions. The master index is
initially read, then the damage cIO CIO damage data
data for only the desired damage
function.
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Structure Data Input Options

Data management input options for optional SO, SS, and SA records. These
structure data include only the use of requirements include the structure and reach
sequential files. For relatively small numbers identification codes, reference flood elevation
of structures, the structure data may be at the structure, damage category, value of
included with the other SID input data. For structure and contents, etc. Figure 14
large numbers of structures, the structure illustrates and defines user options for
data should be stored in a separate sequential managing structure inventory data on
file to enable editing and updating of the files sequential files. Subsequent paragraphs
using a text editor or the SIDEDT program. explain the definition of the options and lists
Information stored in the structure files the JCL required to execute the program.
include the data fields on the SL, SD and

Option A The entire input stream of SID input data including structural data
SID Input Data File depicted in Figure 14 resides in one sequential file. The user must

specify data variable NFILE (J2.5) as a blank or zero. Example JCL
for execution of the SID program with all data input in one file is:

SID, I= (SID Input Data File)

Option B Structural data may be defined in a separate sequential file for large
Sequential File numbers of structures in order to minimize the data management

task. Additional structures (more than in the sequential file) may be
evaluated by including the appropriate input data records for the
structures with the remainder of the SID input data. Data variable
NFILE (J2.5) must equal 1 for this option signifying that the
structure data resides on unit FILE11. An ES record must be the
last record of the sequential file and also the last record in the SID
input data file.

SID,I=(SID input data file),S= (Structure Sequential File)
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Figure 14: Data File Options For Structure Inventory Data

OPTION 1
SEQUENTIAL DATA FILE

Data Reco.rds (A) Individual structure data (SL, SD, and SO
records) are included as records in the SID
input file. NFILE (J2.5) = 0.

SID

Data Records (B) Individual structure data (SL, SD, and SO

records) are in a separate file as record
images. NFILE (J2.5) = 1.

FILEi7
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Damage Function Input Options

Data management input options for sequential file. For investigations requiring
stage-damage function data include both the more than 50 stage-damage functions, direct
use of sequential and direct access files. A access files must be used. Figure 15 depicts
maximum of fifty (50) functions comprised of the user options and key data variables
structure, contents, and other damage types required. The following paragraphs describe
may be included in a sequential file either the various options, data variable
with the SID input data or in a separate specifications, and JCL.

Option 1A Damage functions are commonly included with the SID input data
SID Input Data File because of the small number of functions (as compared to structures)

normally required in the analysis. For this option, the number of
damage functions, data variable NODF (J2.1), must be less than or
equal to 50, and data variable NDFILE (J2.9) must equal zero or be
left blank.

SID, INPUT = (SID Input Data File)

Option 1B This option enables the user to define damage function data in a
Sequential File separate sequential file. This option is typically utilized when large

numbers of damage functions are required for the analysis or when
damage functions are used for various studies. There must be
NODF (J2.1) sets of DF, DP and PC (or DD) records on this file.
Damage function records are not included in the SID input data file.
Data variable NDFILE (J2.9) must equal 2 signifying that the
damage function file resides on unit FILE2 (JCL keyword
DMGFUNC).

SID,INPUT= (SID Input Data File),D= (Damage Function Data File)

Option 2A Direct access files of damage functions are required if more than 50
Direct Access File damage functions are needed to properly assess the damage potential
DF Records of a study area. For this option the DF records are only included

with the SID data input stream. Data variable IFILE (DF.4) must
equal 1. The number of damage fuPction sets, DF through DD
records, must equal NODF (J2.1), and NDFILE (J2.9) must equal
98. The SIDEDT program must be used to create the direct access
file FILE98 (kc'word RANDMG).

SID,I= (Input Data File),R= (Direct Access Damage Function File)

Option 2B This user option is identical to the previously described option of
Direct Access File using a direct access file to process more than 50 damage functions
with DF Record except the DF record data are processed using a sequential file
Data on A FILE92 (keyword DFRECS) instead of included in the SID input
Sequential File data. The DF records are not included in the SID input data stream.

There must be NODF (J2.1) sets of damage function cards and data
variable NDFILE (J2.9) must equal 92.

SID.I=(Input Data File).R-(Direct Access Damage Function File), D-(DF Record Sequential File)
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Figure 15: Data File Options For Damage Function Data

OPTION 1
SEQUENTIAL DATA FILE

-Data Records (A) Damage function data (DF, DP, PC (or DD)
records) are included as records in the SID
input file. NDFILE (J2.9) = 0.

SID

< ,Data Record (B) Damage functions (DF, DP, PC (or DD)
records) are in a separate file as record
images. NDFILE (J2.9) = 2.

OPTION 2
DIRECT ACCESS DATA FILE

(A) DF records required in the SID input file.
Damage function data to be input from direct
access file, FILE98. NDFILE (J2.9) = 98.

OR

(B) Damage function data to be input from direct
access file, FILE98. DF records are on
sequential file, FILE92. NDFILE (J2.9) = 92.
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Data Output Capabilities

Overview

Two output options are available in the pathway to transfer the SID results
SID program, printer output and output to a (elevation-damage functions) to other
general purpose direct access file, HECDSS computer programs for further analysis. The
(previously described). The printer output HECDSS is most applicable for flood damage
may be used to review and verify specified analyses involving large numbers of
input data and program operations as well as structures, damage categories, and damage
provide a display of the results. The printer reaches. Figure 16 illustrates the two output
output is automatic unless suppressed by the options. The following paragraphs elaborate
use of job control language. The HEC Data on the capabilities and requirements
Storage System (HECDSS) provides the associated with utilizing the HECDSS.

Figure 16: SID Output Options

SID

PRINTOUT
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HEC Data Storage System

The HEC Data Storage System (HECDSS) comprehensive example may be found in the
is a software system which enables the HEC Training Document-21, "Flood-Damage
automatic interface of analysis programs via Analysis Package.") Analyses for runoff
exchange of information (input-output) hydrographs (HEC-1, with frequency assigned
through use of a direct access disk file. The in EAD), rating functions (HEC-2), and
output storage and retrieval of data utilizes a elevation-damage functions (SID) are specified
unique classification scheme, termed for automatic output to the HECDSS. These"pathname", for each data set. Application of data are subsequently accessed by the
HECDSS is designed to minimize the effort of Expected Annual Damage (EAD) program to
the user in manipulating and processing perform evaluations of expected annual
information, provide enhanced data damage and inundation reduction benefits.
management capabilities in an ordered The entire process may be performed in
manner, and expedite the evaluation process. stages by the various disciplines (normal case

for verification process) or performed
An example of the utilization of the sequentially as a single execution specified by

HECDSS in performing flood damage the job control language.
assessments is depicted in Figure 17. (A

Figure 17: Schematic of Flood Damage Analysis Package

DATA STORAGE

HYDROLOGIC FLOOD DAIMAGE

ANALYSES ANALYSES

EN Elevation-DamageC8
IIEC-1 ElvtinDscag EAD

Peak Plows [ Expected
(Freq. Ass3igned EAD) K nnual Damage
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Pathname Concept

The HEC Data Storage System makes use the procedures and a consensus cataloging of
of a "pathname" to establish the hierarchy of alternative plan names, station names, etc., by
the direct access file. The pathname consists the study participants prior to the initiation of
of a unique hierarchical labeling scheme for production evaluations. While this might
each data set. Information stored in HECDSS seem somewhat burdensome at first, it is a
by an analysis program using a specific good study management practice for any type
pathname may be assessed by a different of evaluation.
program using the same pathname. Figure
18 depicts this concept using the SID program The use of the HECDSS to store SID
requirements. In this schematic, five levels of output for subsequent processing and analysis
the pathname are required to uniquely define by other computer programs is specified by
the elevation-damage functions for each the presence of a ZW record. The ZW record
damage reach. They are as follows: must be included to define the pathname

label, PROJ (columns 3-16), the alternative to
(A) The project name (James River). be analyzed, ALT (columns 17-40), and the
(B) The location name (Damage data year, IYR (columns 45-48). Data variable

Reach 10). JDR (DR.1) is automatically processed by the
(C) The variable (elevation-damage SID program as the damage reach identifier.

function). The user should consequently use damage
(D) Not used. reach identifiers that are pertinent to the
(E) Input data year (2000). desired analysis.
(F) The alternative name (flood proof plan

B). The following paragraphs provide a listing
of user considerations pertinent to using the

For this example, the pathname may be HECDSS.
written as:

The station names, pathname location
/Project name/LocationfVariable//Data Year/Alternative/ component, (control points, damage

reaches, subbas~ns, etc.) should be
/JAMES RIVER/DRIO/ELEVATION-DAMAGE//1986/FLOOD chse cully, nd if posle be
PROOF PLAN B/ chosen carefully, and if possible, be

recognizable locations. The location
The HECDSS enables the pathname to names used by the programs may be

include up to six levels of identifiers (or any combination of alphanumeric
pathname parts). The SID program uses only values except for slashes, which are
the five levels shown between the slash reserved for HECDSS. The names
marks. must be exact for storing and

retrieving of the same data set.
Different locations and/or assessments of Leading and trailing blanks are

other alternative plans would subsequently ignored but blanks within the name
have different pathnames. Retrieval of the are considered part of the name.
elevation-damage functions for use by another
program (such as HEC-1 or EAD) from the 0 A rerun of a program with the exact
HECDSS would require the use of the same pathname as a previous execution will
pathnames as that of the events desired. eliminate the initial data from any
Other data sets stored in HECDSS would subsequent processing.
require slight variations to the pathname. To
the extent possible, interface of the analysis Two utility programs, DSSUTL and
programs with HECDSS (using the pathname DSPLAY, are available for editing and
concepts) have been made transparent to the displaying DSS data, changing pathnames,
user. Prior to the initiation of production purging data sets, and performing numerous
executions of the programs, the user must other functions on the DSS. See the HEC
know only the project and the alternative publication, "HECDSS-User's Guide and
name being investigated. Damage reach Utility Program Manuals," 1983, for further
names and all other operations are processed information.
internally in the program. The use of
HECDSS requires an initial understanding of
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Figure 18: Conceptual Pathname Hierarchy of SID Output to HECDSS

Project Name (part A) PROJ (ZW)

JA]IMS RIVER

Alternative (part F) ALT (ZV)

! \ FLOOD PROOF / \

I PLAN B
-__ I ___!n I

Location (part B) JD2 (DR. i)

E I 1

/ \/\

I I D''0II
_ / t

Year (part E) ITR UzV)

I i ~2000I

Parameters (part C) (automaticaly7 generated)

ELEVATIOM-

DAEAG!

/JANES RIVER/DRIO/ELEVATION-DAtAGE//2000/FLOOD PRROF PLAN B/
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Test Problems

Purpose and Overview
The test problems of this Appendix are presented in this Appendix; to the extent

included to illustrate selected analytical possible, subsequent problems expand on the
capabilities, input requirements, and output previous problem. Selected analytical and
format of the Structure Inventory for Damage display options are illustrated in the examples.
Analysis (SID) program. The problems are The type of analyses and purpose of the
also intended for us, in verification of problems are summarized below.
distributed program code. Five problems are

Exhibit D-1 This and following problems develop elevation-damage functions by damage
category and damage reach. The SID analysis options used in this Exhibit
demonstrate the capability of the SID program to perform single event
damage analysis, trace designated outputs, and generate summaries of
number of structures flooded at various specified levels. The problem is
similar to analyses normally performed for "without" condition analyses or for
evaluation of damage potential associated with structural alternatives that do
not modify the elevation-damage functions.

Exhibit D-2 This Exhibit shows expanded program capabilities over Exhibit D-1 by use of
extrapolated sampled data and unique damage categories for content values.
The problem is similar to analyses of structural measures or "without"
conditions where field inventoried data are not exhaustive of the potential
damaged structures.

Exhibit D-3 This problem demonstrates SID analysis capabilities for assessing the effects
(modified elevation-damage functions) of implementing a nonstructural
measure for a specified structure or damage category. The capability and
procedures for analyzing and displaying content damage separate from that of
structure damage is also shown.

Exhibit D-4 The capability to evaluate the implementation of up to three different
nonstructural measures per structure is shown in this problem. For
example, permanent raising of a structure along with incremental protection
provided by temporary flood proofing actions may be analyzed. Procedures
for aggregating damage category and reach data are also shown.

Exhibit D-5 This problem illustrates the automatic linkage of the SID and Expected
Annual Damage Computation (EAD) programs via a direct access file, the
HEC Data Storage System (DSS). Calculation of expected annual damage
and benefits are performed. The problems in Exhibits D-2 and D-3 are used
for "without" and "with" conditions, respectively.

Specific problem statements, description of structures are analyzed herein as a
input requirements, and results are provided demonstration of the capabilities of the
in Exhibits D-1 through D-5 of this Appendix. program. Subsequent paragraphs provide a
The program is designed to efficiently handle general background of the problems described
from a few up to tens of thousands of in the Exhibits.
structures. However, only a small number of
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Figure 19: Dry Creek Damage Reach Boundaries
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Problem Description

The Corps of Engineers is conducting a been obtained. The SID program linked via a
planning investigation of the Dry Creek direct access file (DSS) to the EAD program
Watershed. (Figure 19) The structures has been selected to perform the flood damage
located in damage reaches 1 and 2 have been evaluations.
identified as having potential for
implementation of structural and Damage functions associated with each of
nonstructural flood loss reduction measures. the structure categories are shown in
The structures include three mobile homes TABLES 6 and 7. Lievation-frequency
and two apartment buildings in damage relations for reaches 1 and 2 are depicted
reach 1, and the three residential structures TABLE 8. Reference flood elevations at
and a commercial building in damage reach 2. damage index locations one and two equal
Pertinent structure field inventory data have 494.5 and 503.6, respectively.

Table 6: Stage-Percent Damage Functions

Stage Damage (in percent of structure value) for selected structure types
(Feet) MH1 MH2 HR5 HR6 HR8 HR8 LRI LR2 LR3 LR4 LR5 LR6 CIO

-10 0 0

-9 4.6 5.7
-8 11.2 13.6
-7 16.4 15.7
-6 21.3 21.3

-5 28.6 33.3
-4 33.3 56.9
-3 42.7 69.7
-2 54.2 82.5
-1 0 0 63.9 94.8

0 8 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 67.9 100.0 0

1 50 30 1 4 4 6 5 6 67.9 100.0 12
2 71 56 8 23 9 11 20 35 27
3 82 72 14 32 16 19 28 45 49
4 87 79 18 38 27 32 33 53 64

5 89 84 22 45 39 47 36 64 77
6 91 87 25 50 51 55 41 73 85
7 91 88 28 53 65 61 43 79 89
8 90 29 55 74 76 46 84 0 0 93
9 30 55 83 87 48 90 2 5 94

10 32 55 91 100 4 12 95
11 36 58 91 7 19 95
12 41 63 9 29
13 45 65 12 41
14 48 72 14 58

15 51 77 17 73
16 54 82 20 87
17 57 87 25 89
18 60 100 32 92
19 63 100 38 94

20 43 96
25 59 96
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Table 7: Stage-Direct Dollar Damage
Functions ($1,000)

Stage Damage ($1,000)
(feet) for Functions

LR7 LR8

0 0.0 0.0
1 2.5 1.50
2 10.0 8.75
3 14.0 11.25
4 16.5 13.25
5 18.0 16.00
6 20.5 18.25
7 21.5 19.75
8 23.0 21.00
9 24.0 22.50

Table 8: Single Event Elevation-Frequency Data

Return Elevation (M.S.L.)
Interval Damage Damage
in Years Reach 1 Reach 2

2 485.3 495.3
5 490.2 498.8

10 492.3 500.6
20 493.5 502.6
50 494.5 503.6
10 495.5 507.7
50 496.3 508.1
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EXHIBIT D-1

Development of Elevation-Damage Functions
By Damage Categories and Reaches
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Exhibit D-1.

Development of Elevation-Damage Functions by Damage Category and
Reach

Problem Purpose relocation, IEVAC (J1.3), are each zero. The
input listing is provided on the first two

This example represents a basic program output pages in Section V.
execution to develop elevation-damage
functions by damage categories and damage
reaches for the Dry Creek study area. The Description of Results
example would be analogous to that of base
or existing "without" conditions or to that of A discussion of the output results may be
analysis of structural measures. A trace found under Section V, entitled Output
output, zone summaries, and single event Display, of the main text.
damage values are specified for output. The
output for this problem is identical to that
defined in the Output Display, Section V of The output may be sequentially
this document. Please review the problem summarized as showing the input record
purpose and information provided at the listing, record images and interpretations,
beginning of this Exhibit. Specific analyses damage functions, damage category and reach
are: information, followed by the structure

elevation-damage calculations and damage
"* Trace outputs of apartments (damage reach summary tables.

reach 1) and single family residential
structures (damage reach 2);

" Single event computations for 2-, 5-,
10-, 20-, 50-, 100- and 500-year
recurrence intervals as shown in Table
8; and

"* Flood zone summaries (automatically
output with single event analyses)

Description of Input Requirements

The key input data to develop
elevation-damage functions and other specified
analyses and displays of "without" conditions
are defined below: Variable NODF (J2.1)
indicates the number of stage-damage
functions to be supplied. The TR and TM
input records specify desired trace output for
structures. The SE and ST records specify
single event water surface elevations and
corresponding titles. Variable ITYPE (J1.8)
specifies the number of single events to be
analyzed. The output stage-damage function
tables and structure elevation determinations
are obtained by specifying IPRNT (J1.5) = 0.
Input record listings are specified by IMAGE
(J2.6) = 1. Nonstructural evaluations were
not performed, therefore, raise-to-target, IPOL
(J1.1), flood proofing, IPROF (J1.2), and
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EXHIBIT D-2

Single Event, Damage Category Aggregation,
and Sampling Analysis Procedures
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Exhibit D-2.
Single Event, Damage Category Aggregation and Sampling Analysis

Procedures

Problem Statement
Elevation-damage values by damage

This problem expands on the previous category and reach are output for both actual
problem D-1 by demonstrating the additional and sample-adjusted values. Separate damage
capabilities of the SID program to extrapolate categories aggregating all content values into
sampled data and to generate categories of residential content or commercial content
content damage values separate from those categories are shown. These values are
attributed to structures. subtracted from damage categories of mobile

home, residential, apartment and commercial
The primary problem objective is to structures.

determine flood damage for damage reaches 1
and 2. Sampled data of the reaches were
determined to be 10 percent of actual mobile
homes, 50 percent of actual apartments, 15
percent of actual single family residential, and
25 percent of commercial structures. The
potential damage to the structures contents
are grouped into residential (mobile homes,
apartments, and residential contents) and
commercial (commercial contents) categories
separate from those directly associated with
the structure categories. Please review the
previous problem in Exhibit D-1 and the
problem purpose and description at the
beginning of Appendix D.

Description of Input Requirements

Variable ISAMP (J1.10) identifies that the
data to be analyzed is a sample of the actual
population of structures. Data variable ID3
(DR.9) specifies sampling adjustments
required by reach and the D3 records specify
actual percent sampled values by damage
categories.

Content categories are based on
specifications of JDCT (DC.2) and aggregation
criteria defined on the CC records. Other
important input variables are the same as
described in Exhibit D-1.

Description of Output

Only selected output pertinent to the
desired operations is shown on following
pages. The output shown represents that
pertinent to the incremental program
capabilities demonstrated by this problem.
Section V shows additional output that would
also be obtained.
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Exhibit D-3.
Nonstructural Analysis, Single Measure Per Structure

Problem Statement obviously physically not feasible as indicated
by the user specified feasible limit flag of 3.0

This sample problem is intended to show feet The basement function was adjusted a
the capabilities of modifying elevation-damage -10.0 feet to reflect the difference between the
relationships by evaluating nonstructural flood first floor and basement floor elevations
mitigation measures. A single measure per (DELTB). Structure APT02 was flood proofed
structure is analyzed. 0.50 feet to meet the 20-year protection target

level.
Actions to be evaluated include measures

designed to raise single family residential The results for damage reach 2 show that
structures to the 20-year recurrence interval, the damage function of residential structure
flood proof apartments and commercial RES02 was truncated at -2.0 feet, the
structures to the 50-year level, and relocate difference in stage between the first floor and
mobile homes with first floor elevations below lowest opening (DELTZ). Damage does not
the 20-year recurrence interval. Damage occur in the basement until water reaches the
values associated with single event basement window. Determination of the first
occurrences of 2-, 5-, 10-, 20-, 50-, 100- and floor elevation of structure RES03 was
500-year events are to be determined. Please performed by adding the difference between
review problem purpose and description in the the first floor elevation and ground elevation
beginning of this appendix. (DELTG) to the structure reference elevation

(STOPO).

Description of Input Requirements

Key input data variables for specifying
raise-to-target, flood proofing, and relocating
analyses are IPOL (J1.1), IPROF (J1.2) and
IEVAC (J1.3), respectively. The J3, J5, and
J8 records are used to specify the damage
categories to be raised, flood proofed, and
relocated, respectively. Target elevations are
specified on the DR record (DR.3, DR.4, and
DR.5, respectively).

Description of Results

The output results provide information for
the amount of raising, flood proofing, or
relocation. The physical feasibility, social, and
other issues of implementing such actions
must subsequently be assessed by the user.

Damage reach 1 analysis indicates that
mobile home structures MOBHOME1 and
MOBHOME3 are located above the 20-year
flood recurrence interval and were not
relocated. MOBHOME2 was relocated since
the first floor elevation adjusted to the index
location, 492.2 m.s.l., is less than the 20-year
target elevation of 493.5 m.s.l. The apartment
structure APTO0 was flood proofed 8.20 feet
to provide protection to the target level.
However, this height of flood proofing is
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EXHIBIT D-4
Multiple Measure Nonstructural Actions per Structure
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Exhibit D-4.
Multiple Measure Nonstructural Actions Per Structure

Problem Description Description of Results

The purpose of this sample problem is to Mobile home MOBHOME2 was relocated,
illustrate the capability of evaluating the while structures MOBHOME1 and
implementation of multiple actions to MOBHOME3 were not affected since they
individual structures. For example, a future were above target elevations. Structure
structure may be raised (constructed on fill, APT01 was assumed flood proofed 8.20 feet
etc.) to meet a regulatory policy elevation and (probably not physically feasible), and APT02,
flood proofed to provide an additional .50 feet Residential structure RES01 in
increment of protection. The user may damage reach 2 was elevated .40 feet and
specify the order of implementation on the flood proofed 1.00 feet.
OA record. The default order is
raise-to-target elevation, flood proof and
relocation. Please review problem purpose
and description in the beginning of this
appendix.

Mobile homes with first floor elevations
below the 10-year recurrence interval are to
be relocated. Single family structures
between the 10- and 20-year recurrence
intervals are to be raised to meet regulatory
policy criteria. In addition, analyses of flood
proofing single family residential apartments
and commercial structures to the 50-year
protection level is desired. Determine
associated damage values for single events 2-,
5-, 10-, 20-, 50-, 100-, and 500-year flood.
Aggregate single event damage values for
structure damage associated with mobile
homes, apartments, and single family
residential into one category called residential.
Finally, aggregate damage values for damage
reaches 1 and 2 into one damage reach, titled
damage reach 1.

Description of Input Requirements

Key input variables IPOL (J1.1), IPROF
(J1.2), and IEVAC (J1.3) specifying
raise-to-target, flood proofing and relocation
specifications, respectively. Variable IAG
(J1.9) was set equal to 3 for aggregation of
single event damage values. Designated
damage categories for these actions were
specified on the J3, J5 and J8 records,
respectively. The associated target elevations
were specified on the DR record.
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EXHIBIT D-5

SID-EAD Program Interface
Expected Annual Damage Computations
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Exhibit D-5.
SID-EAD Program Interface-Expected Annual Damage Computations

Problem Statement
Step 3 involves the access by the EAD

This problem demonstrates the automatic program of the output SID files and the
interface of the SID and EAD computer interface of these data with hydrologic and
programs to determine expected annual hydraulic information to yield expected annual
damage values by damage category and reach. damage values. The key variables are:
The damage reduced by implementing a plan NMCAT (CN) with damage categories in the
may be evaluated by: (1) determination of same order as the DC records in SID and the
the 'without" conditions elevation-damage ZR record (for each alternative) having the
functions (SID); (2) determination of the exact pathname as the ZW record of SID.
"with" conditions elevation-damage functions;
and (3) subsequent interface of the
SID-generated elevation-damage functions with Description of Results
corresponding hydrologic and hydraulic data
to calculate the expected annual damage The SID output is similar to that as
reduction (EAD program). Steps 1 and 2 described in Exhibits D-2 and D-3 for
require individual program executions of the "without" and "with" conditions, respectively.
SID program with the output stored in the The elevation-damage functions by damage
HECDSS. Step 3 is the retrieval of these category and reach are automatically stored in
data by the EAD program and subsequent a DSS fie for use by the EAD program. The
evaluation of the "with" and "without" EAD User's Manual may be used to describe
conditions to obtain the damage reduction the enclosed EAD program results.
values.

The problems of Exhibits D-2 and D-3 are
used to generate the "without" and "with"
conditions, respectively.

Description of Input Requirements

The key variables for step I in creating
the 'without" condition analysis results and
output files are IPOL (J1.1), IPROF (J1.2),
and IEVAC (J1.3). The ZW record indicates
that the elevation-damage functions are to be
written to a DSS file for later retrieval by
EAD. The fields on the ZW record comprise
the DSS pathname. The maximum number
of elevations possible, IELV (J2.7), is 18. A
maximum of 50 damage categories (NODC)
may be output from SID to DSS; the EAD
program must aggregate any more than 18
damage categories to a maximum of 18.

Step 2 r, quires similar variable values as
described in the problem in Exhibit D-4 to
specify the nonstructural analyses to be
performed for the "with" condition. The ZW
record would be required as above. The ZW
record defines the appropriate pathname for
the "with" conditions.
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Record Description Page
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Input Description

This exhibit provides a detailed location. The record name is followed by a
description of the SID data input decimal point and the field number. For
requirements, by record and data variable, example, J1.3 refers to the third field on the
Previous versions of this document referred to J1 record. A field on a record may contain
each data record as a card. The majority of data in only a part of the field. In those
new users no longer use cards but instead use cases, the location is referred to as columns,
utility programs, such as text editors, word shown in parentheses. For example, field 6
processors, or spreadsheets, to produce the on the ZW record contains the variable IYR in
input data file for their programs. The term columns 45-48.
".card" in the original document has been
changed to the term "record" in this version.
Each record in the SID program is the An variables beginning with I, J, K, L, M,
equivalent of a line to a text editor program, and N should have integer values (no decimal
a line with carriage return to a word point) and be right-justified (the values shifted
processing program, or a row to a spreadsheet to the right within each field). A "+" sign
program. under the value heading indicates the

placement of a positive numerical value in the
field. A "-" sign indicates a negative

Each record contains 11 fields, field 0 numerical value in that field. "AN" means
through field 10. Field 0 (zero) refers to that a combination of alphanumeric characters
column positions 1 and 2 and is reserved for is allowed. When a number does not have
the record identifier. Field 1 ranges from sign, a positive value will be assumed. In
column 3-8; fields 2-10 contain eight columns general, input values, both numerical and
each (9-16, 17-24,...,73-80). The field number alphanumeric, should be right-justified in
designates the location of the variable on each their fields.
input record. An abbreviated field location
nomenclature is used to identify the field
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T1
T2
T3
TITLE RECORDS

Ti, T2, T3, RECORDS (Required)

These required records provide up to three lines of information at the top of each page of
output.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE Ti, T2, Record identification. (3 records)
or T3

1-10 TITLE AN Title information (center of title falls in record column 41).
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Ji

JOB RECORDS

J1 RECORD (Required)

This required record specifies the analysis to be performed, printout option, and the file
management option.

Field Varible Value Description

0 KODE Ji Record identification.

IPOL 0 No raise-to-target elevation analysis to be considered in this
computer run.

1 All structures are to be analyzed. Zero stage of all structures
within specified damage categories to be raised to designated
flood level (J3 and DR records).

2 Only new structures are to be analyzed. Zero stage of all
structures within specified damage categories to be raised to
designated flood level (J3 and DR records).

3 All structures within designated damage categories are to be
raised a specified amount (J3 and JA records).

4 Only new structures within designated damage categories are
to be raised specified amount (J3 and JA records).

5 Only specified structures are to be analyzed. Each designated
structure is raised a specified amount, or to a target flood
level. Based on zero stage (J4 and DR records).

2 IPROF 0 No flood proofing to be considered in this computer run.

1 All structures within designated damage categories are flood
proofed to specified target flood level (J5 and DR records).

2 Only new structures are to be analyzed. All structures
within designated damage categories are flood proofed to
specified target flood level (J5 and DR records).

3 All structures within designated damage categories are flood
proofed to a specified height with respect to zero damage (J5
and J6 records).

4 Only new structures are to be analyzed. All structures
within designated damage categories are flood proofed to a
specified height with respect to zero damage (J5 and J6
records).

5 Only specified structures are to be analyzed. Each designated
structure is flood proofed to a specified height or to target
flood level as designated on J7 and DR records.
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Ji

J1 RECORD (continued)

FIELD VARIABLE VALUE DESCRIPTION
3 IEVAC 0 No structure relocation to be considered for this computer

run.

1 Relocate all structures within designated damage categories
which have a reference elevation below the specified flood
level for implementation (J8 and DR records).

2 Only new structures are to be analyzed. Relocate all
structures within designated damage categories which have
reference elevation below the specified flood level for
implementation (J8 and DR records).

3 Relocate all structures within designated damage categories
which have a zero damage elevation below the specified flood
level for implementation (J8 and DR records).

4 Only new structures are to be analyzed. Relocate all
structures within designated damage categories which have a
zero damage elevation below the specified flood level for
implementation (J8 and DR records).

5 Relocate specified structures (J9 record).

4 Blank field.

5 IPRNT 0 Normal printout for all damage reaches.

I Suppress all structure printout.

2 Suppress damage function printout.

3 Suppress both damage function and structure pizntout.

4 Structure printout controlled by damage reach (DR.8).
Suppress damage function printout.

6 ITRACE 0 No trace output.

1 Trace output desired. Trace output provides detailed results
of specified analysis (TR record).

7 Blank field.

8 ITYPE 0 Single event damage will not be calculated.

Number of single event damage values to be calculated
(maximum of 10). Negative number indicates flood zone
summary output will be suppressed.

Number of single event damage values to be calculated
(maximum of 10). Positive number indicates flood zone
summary output will be provided.
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J1

J1 RECORD (continued)

FIELD VARIABLE VALUE DESCRIPTION

9 lAG 0 No summary of single event damage to be developed.

1 Summarize single event damage results by aggregate
grouping of damage categories (AC record).

2 Summarize single event damage results by aggregate
grouping of damage reaches (AR record).

3 Summarize single event damage results by aggregate
grouping of damage categories and damage reaches (AC and
AR records).

10 ISAMP 0 No sampling scaling desired.

1 Analysis performed to be considered a sample of total
structures in flood plain by specified percentage (D3 record).
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J2
J2 RECORD (Required)

This required record specifies basic information on damage functions, damage categories,
damage reaches, file management, and miscellaneous control codes.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE J2 Record identification.

1 NODF + Number of sets of damage functions to be input on DF, DP,
and PC (or DD) records. Maximum of 50. See J2.9 if use of
more functions is desired.

2 NODC + Number of unique damage categories (number of DC
records), including content categories if used, that will be
used to consolidate all structures damage potential for
summary printouts and file transfers. Structures without
specified categories will be grouped into a category labeled
"other". The maximum number of damage categories
permitted may be determined from the equation defined on
page 2 of main text. A maximum of 50 damage categories
may be transferred to the EAD program using DSS.

Same as J2.2 above except that structures without specific
categories will not be consolidated (e.g., will be discarded) for
summary printout and file transfers.

3 NODR + Number of damage reaches. Specify damage reach
characteristics cn DR records. The maximum number
permitted may be determined from the equation defined on
page 2 of main text.

4 AGG + Elevation tabulation interval (in feet) to be used in
construction of damage reach elevation-damage functions.
Will be used for all damage reaches.

0 Elevation tabulation interval (in feet) will be specified for
damage reaches on the respective DR records.

5 NFILE 0 Structure data (SL, SD and optional SO, SS, and SA
records) are included in SID input data file with other
required records.

1 Structure data (SL, SD, and optional SO, and SA records)
resident on tape or disk (unitl1) in record image format
rather than included in SID input data file.
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J2
J2 RECORD (continued)

Field Variable Value Description

6 IMAGE 0 Input records are listed only as they occur during job
execution.

-1 Input records are not listed anywhere in output

1 Input record images are printed as a block prior to job
execution and also as they occur during job execution.

2 Input record images are printed as a block only prior to job
execution.

7 IELV 0 The number of elevation tabulation values will be 18.

+ The number of elevation tabulation values to be used in
development of the elevation-damage relationships.
Maximum = 35.

8 IMARK 0 Structure value only will be used in structure value flood
zone summary.

1 Total value (structure plus contents plus other) will be used
for structure value flood zone summary.

9 NDFILE 0 Damage functions values of specific structure (DF, DP and
PC (or DD)) included in SID input data file with other
required records.

2 Damage functions (DF, DP and PC (or DD)) resident on tape
or disk (unitl2) in record image format rather than input by
records. See Appendix C.

92 or 98 Damage functions data (DF, DP and PC (or DD)) resident on
a direct access file (unit98). When damage function data are
supplied in this form, DF records must also be provided in
the job stream to call into the analysis the specific damage
functions to be used in the computer run. Specify 92 if DF
records are to be supplied on tape or disk file (File 92) in
record image format. Specify 98 if DF records are to be
included in the SID input data file with other required
records. See Appendix C.
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J3
JA
J3 RECORD (Optional)

The optional J3 records define damage categories to be subjected to raise-to-target elevation
analysis. J3 records are required if IPOL (JI.1) is 1 2, 3 or 4. The first field of the initial J3
record defines the number of categories to follow. Subsequent fields (9 per record) are used to
specify the damage categories up to a maximum of NODC (J2.2).

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE J3 Record identification.

1 NJPOL + Number of damage categories to be subjected to
raise-to-target analysis and included in subsequent fields.
This field is left blank on second and following J3 records.

2 JPOL(1) AN Code (DC.2) for first damage category specified for analysis.

3-N JPOL(2-N) AN Code for second and subsequent damage categories specified
for analysis. Continue on to additional J3 records as needed,
beginning in the second field of additional records. The first
field of the second and following records are blank.

JA RECORD (Optional)

The optional JA records specify the amount designated structures (J3 record damage
categories) are to be raised. JA records are required if IPOL (J1.1) is 3 or 4. The first field is
blank with subsequent fields corresponding to the same fields on the J3 record. NJPOL (J3.1)
values must be provided.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE JA Record identification.

1 Blank field.

2 DPOL(1) Amount (in feet) all structures of designated category
JPOL(1)-J3.2 will be raised.

3 DPOL(2) Amount (in feet) all structures of designated category
JPOL(2)-J3.3 will be raised.

4-N DPOL(3-N) Same as above.
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J4

J4 RECORD (Optional)

The optional J4 records identify the structures to be subjected to raise-to-target elevation
analysis or evaluated based on raising the structure a specified amount. The J4 record is required
if IPOL (J1.1) is equal to 5. The first field of the initial J4 record defines the number of structures
to follow. Subsequent fields are used to specify remaining structures (three structures per record).
A maximum of 1000 structures may be individually specified for analysis.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE J4 Record identification.

1 NSTR + Number of structures to be subjected to raise-to-target flood
level elevation analysis.

2 STRPOL(1) AN Structure identification code (SL.2) of initial structure to be

raised-to-target elevation.

3 TYPOL(1) 1 Raise structure to specified target flood elevation.

2 Raise structure a specified amount as indicated in Field 4.

4 DEPOL(1) 0 Structure will not be raised specified amount.

+ Amount structure is to be raised.

5 STRPOL(2) AN Same as STRPOL(1) of Field 2 for second structure to be
analyzed.

6 TYPOL(2) 1,2 Same as TYPOL(1) of Field 3 for second structure to be
analyzed.

7 DEPOL(2) + Same as DEPOL(1) of Field 4 for second structure to be
analyzed.

8-10 STRPOL(N), Same as above for third structure to be analyzed. Repeat for
TYPOL(N), additional structures on subsequent J4 records beginning in
DEPOL(N) Field 2 of each record.
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J5
J6

J5 RECORD (Optional)

The optional J5 records specify the damage categoiies to be subjected to flood proofing. J5
records are required if IPROF (J1.2) is equal to 1, 2, 3, or 4. The first field of the initial J5 record
defines the number of categories to follow. Subsequent fields (9 per record) are used to specify the
damage categories up to a maximum of NODC (J2.2).

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE J5 Record identification.

I NJPRF + Number of damage categories to be flood proofed.

2 JPRF(1) AN Code (DC.2) for first damage category specified for analysis.

3-10 JPRF(3-N) AN Code for the second (and subsequent) damage categories
specified for analysis. Continue for as many additional J5
records as needed, beginning in the second field of additional
records.

J6 RECORD (Optional)

The optional J6 record defines the height of flood proofing in relation to zero damage that is
required for the corresponding damage categories on the J5 records. Required only if IPROF (J1.2)
is equal to 3 or 4. NJPRF (J5.1) values must be provided.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE J6 Record identification.

1 Leave blank.

2 DPRF(1) + Height of flood proofing for initial damage category on the J5
records (in relation to zero damage).

3-N DPRF(2-N) + Height of flood proofing for the second and subsequent
corresponding J5 damage categories (in relation to zero
damage). Continue on additional J6 records as needed
beginning in second field.
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J7

J7 RECORD (Optional)

The optional J7 record specifies individual structures to be flood proofed and the type of flood
proofing associated with each structure. Required if J1.2 is 5. Include 3 structures per J7 record.
A maximum of 1000 structures maybe individually specified for analysis.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE J7 Record identification.

1 NSTR + Number of structures to be flood proofed.

2 STRPRF(1) AN Structure identification code (SL.2) of initial structure to be
flood proofed.

3 TYPRF(1) 1 Flood proof structure to specified flood level (DR.4).

2 Flood proof structure to height specified in Field 4.

4 DEPRF(1) + Height of flood proofing for the structure relative to zero
damage when TYPRF (J7.3) is equal to 2, otherwise blank.

5,6,7 STRPRF(2) AN 1,2 + Same as above.
TYPRF(2)
DEPRF(2)

8,9,10 STRPRF(3) AN Same as above.
TYPRF(3)
DEPRF(3)

Repeat above for second and subsequent J7 records as
needed, beginning in Field 2 of each record.
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J8
J9
J8 RECORD (Optional)

The optional J8 record defines damage categories to be subjected to relocation analysis. These
records are required if IEVAC (J1.3) is equal to 1, 2, 3, or 4. The first field of the initial J8 record
defines the number of categories to follow. Subsequent fields (9 per record) are used to specify
damage categories up to a maximum of NODC (J2.2).

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE J8 Record identification.

1 NJEVAC + Number of damage categories to be subjected to relocation
analysis and included in subsequent fields.

2 JEVAC(1) AN Code (DC.2) for first damage category to be subjected to
relocation analysis.

3-N JEVAC(2-N) AN Code for second and subsequent damage categories specified
for analysis. Continue for as many additional J8 records as
needed, beginning in second field of additional J8 records.

J9 RECORD (Optional)

The optional J9 record specifies the individual structures to be relocated. Required if J1.3 is 5.
The first field of the initial J9 record defines the number of structures to follow. Subsequent fields
(9 per record) are used to specify the structure identification code of the structures to be analyzed.
A maximum of 1000 structures maybe individually specified for analysis.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE J9 Record identification.

1 NSTR + Number of structures to be relocated.

2 STREVC(1) AN Structure identification code (SL.2) for first structure to be
relocated.

3-N STREVC(2-N) AN Structure identification code for second and subsequent
structures to be relocated. Continue for additional J9 records
as needed beginning in second field.
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OA
EVALUATION PRIORITY RECORD

OA RECORD (Optional)

The optional OA record is used to establish the priority order in which the several measures of
raising-to-target, flood proofing, and relocation are considered for analysis (if designated on the J1
record). The order will be (1) raising-to-target, (2) flood proofing and (3) relocation if not specified
by this record.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE OA Record identification.

1 IOA(1) 1, 2, l=raising-to-target analyzed first, 2-flood proofing analyzed
or 3 first, 3-relocation analyzed first.

2 IOA(2) 1,2, 1- raising-to-target, analyzed second, 2-flood proofing analyzed
or 3 second, 3-relocation analyzed second.

3 IOA(3) 1,2, 1- raising-to-target analyzed third, 2-flood proofing analyzed
or 3 third, 3-relocation analyzed third.
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TR
TRACE RECORDS

TR RECORD (Optional)

The optional TR record specifies the type of trace output to be obtained. Required if ITRACE
(J1.6) is 1.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE TR Record identification.

I NTRACE 1 Provide detailed trace printout of structures for a designated
damage category of a specified damage reach only. Specify
damage reach code in TR.2 below.

2 Provide detailed trace printout for specified structures only
(TS records required).

3 Provide detailed trace printout of structures for designated
damage categories of specified damage reaches (TM records
required).

2 ITDR AN When NTRACE (TR.I) is 1, damage reach to be traced
(DR.1), otherwise leave blank.

3 ITDC AN When NTRACE (TR.1) is 1, damage category within damage
reach to be traced, otherwise leave blank.

4 NSTRS + When NTRACE (TR.1) is 2, the number of structures to be
traced. Specify structures on TS records. (Maximum of
100).

5 MTRACE + When NTRACE (TR.1) is 3, the number of damage
reach-damage category combinations to be traced. Specify
combinations on TM records. (Maximum of 100)
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TS
TM

TS RECORD (Optional)

The optional TS record specifies the structures to be traced. Required if NTRACE (TR.1) is 2.
If 9 or less structures are traced only one record is required. If more structures are to be traced,
they are placed on additional TS records (9 per record). A maximum of 100 structures may be
traced.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE TS Record identification.

1 Field 1 is blank.

2 STRTRC(1) AN Identification code (SL.2) of first structure to be traced.

3- STRTRC(2-N) AN Identification code of second and subsequent structures to be
(N+1) traced.

TM RECORD (Optional)

The optional TM record specifies the damage reach and category combinations to be traced.
Required if NTRACE (TR.1) is 3. If 5 or less combinations are traced, only one TM record is
required. If more combinations are traced, they are specified on additional TM records. A
maximum of 100 damage reach-damage category combinat-ons may be traced.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE TM Record identification.

1 MDRT(1) AN Identification code of damage reach to be traced (DR.1).

2 MDCT(1) AN Identification code of corresponding damage category to be
traced (DC.2).

3, 4, MDRT(2) AN Damage reach/category to be traced.
etc. MDCT(2)

MDRT(N)
MDCT(N)
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zW
HEC DATA STORAGE SYSTEM RECORD

ZW RECORD (Optional)

The optional ZW record triggers the creation of an intermediate file by the HEC Data Storage
System (HECDSS) that may subsequently be accessed for further processing of damage data. See
Appendix C for further explanation of the HECDSS file. The pathname parts A, E, and F may be
entered in either of two formats:

(1) The "HEC standard" method in which the parts are entered in free format Each part is
preceeded by the part identifier (A, E, or F) and an equal sign. A blank column follows
each part name. The characters ZW must be entered in columns one and two. The format
for entering the parts is:

ZW A-study E=data year F=alternative or plan

An example user entry using this format is:

ZW A=SILVER CREEK E-1990 F=BASELINE

(2) The "old" method in which the parts are entered in fixed format as documented below. Part
A is entered in columns 3 through 16, part F in columns 17 through 40, and part E in
columns 45 through 48.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE ZW Record identification.

1-2 PROJ(1) AN Project pathname label (part A).

3-5 ALT AN Alternative pathname label (part F).

6 IYR AN Output data year (part E) is to be specified in
(45-48) pathname label.
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DF

DAMAGE FUNCTION RECORDS

These required records are required if NDFILE (J2.9) is not equal to 92. Three record types
DF, DP and PC (or DD) are required for each damage function. There must be NODF (J2.1) sets
of DF, DP, PC (or DD) records.

DF RECORD (Required)

The required DF record identifies the damage function, specifies the number of depth
tabulation values, and flags the nature of the damage values and file source. If NDFILE (J2.9) is
92, the DF record is required on tape or disk. If NDFILE (J2.9) is 92 or 98, damage function data
is resident on direct access file 98 created by the SIDEDT computer program. DF records must be
included in the job stream to retrieve from the direct access file those damage functions to be used
in the specific computer run. If NDFILE (J2.9) is 92, provide DF in records tape or disk, specifying
the appropriate identification codes (DF.1) and IDFILE (DF.4) as 1. If NDFILE (J2.9) is 98, provide
DF records as part of data input specifying (DF.1) as before and DF.4 as 1.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE DF Record identification.

1 IT AN Damage function identification code (maximum of 3
(6-8) characters).

2 NSTAG + Number of stage tabulation values - maximum of 20.

3 IDF 0 Damage values placed on PC records are PERCENT damage
values.

1 Damage values placed on DD records are direct (actual)
DOLLAR values.

4 IDFILE 0 Stage and damage data are included in data input stream or
(DF, DP, PC (or DD)) record images exist on a computer
disk file. NDFILE (J2.9) = 0 or 2.

1 Stage and damage data (DF, DP, PC (or DD)) are resident on
a direct access file. NDFILE (J2.9) = 92 or 98.
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DP
DP RECORD (Required)

The required DP record specifies the stage values (of stage-damage functions). The first 10
stage values are placed on the initial DP record and the remainder, if needed, are placed on a
second DP record (maximum of 20). The initial stage tabulation value should correspond to the
zero damage point. Values are input in ascending order but do not have to be of a uniform interval
between values. Elevation values instead of stage values are assumed if STOPO (SL.6) is equal to
zero. Required if NDFILE (J2.9) is 0 or blank.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE DP Record identification.

1 SAGE(1) + First stage value. May be negative (use - sign) and must
correspond to zero damage. If the damage function
represents a basement function, account for the difference
between the elevation of the basement floor and the first
floor elevation on the SL record, field 8 (DELTZ).

2 SAGE(2) + Second stage value. May be negative (use "-" sign).

N SAGE(N) - Same as above for NSTAG (DF.2) stage values. Continue for
as many DP records as needed.
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DD

PC RECORD (Optional)

The optional PC records specify the percent damage values corresponding to the stage values
specified on the DP record(s). The first 10 values are placed on the initial PC record and the
remainder, if needed, are placed on a second PC record. The first depth (DP.1) and associated
percent damage (PC.l) values must correspond to zero damage point Required if IDF (DF.3) is 0
or blank and NDFILE (J2.9) is 0 or blank.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE PC Record identification.

1 PERCNT(1) + Percent damage in whole numbers (e.g., 60% is input as 60)
corresponding to first depth value. Initial value must be
zero.

2 PERCNT(2) + Percent damage (in whole numbers) corresponding to second
depth value.

N PERCNT(N) + Percent damage corresponding to N depth value. Continue
for as many PC records as needed.

DD RECORD (Optional)

The optional DD record is an optional alternative to the PC record to specify direct damage
values corresponding to the stage values on the DP record(s). The first 10 direct damage values are
placed on the first DD record and the remainder, if needed, are placed on a second DD record. The
first depth (DP.1) and direct damage (DD.1) values must correspond to a zero damage point
Required if IDF (DF.3) is 1 and NDFILE (J2.9) is 0 or blank.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE DD Record identification.

1 PERCNT(1) + Direct damage in thousands of dollars ($1000) corresponding
to initial depth value (initial value must be zero).

2 PERCNT(2) + Direct damage in thousands of dollars ($1000) corresponding
to second depth value.

N PERCNT(N) + Direct damage in thousands of dollars ($1000) corresponding
to NSTAG (DF.2) depth value. Continue for as many DD
record as needed.
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DC
DAMAGE CATEGORY RECORDS

DC RECORD (Required)

The required DC records identify and describe damage categories to be used to consolidate the
number of damage potential values of all structures. Categories may comprise of a category for
similar types of structures and associated contents and "other* items, or a category for content
damage only. The defined categories are used in summary printout aid computer file transfers.
NODC (J2.2) DC records are required.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE DC Record identification.

1 Blank field.

2 JDCT AN Damage category identification code. Identifier for category
into which individual damage potential associated with the
structure (structure, contents, other), or content only damage
potential, will be consolidated for summary printout and
computer file transfers.

3 POLMAX + Maximum elevation change (in feet) that will be permitted
for this category if raise-to-target elevation analysis
performed. No restriction specified if blank.

4 PRFMAX + Maximum amutvnt of flood proofing (in feet) that will be
permitted for t*is categdry if flood proof to target elevation
analysis is performed. No restriction if left blank.

5-10 TITDC AN Title to be associated with damage category identification code
JDCT (DC.2) specified above.
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CC RECORD (Optional)

The optional CC records specify and describe content damage categories to be evaluated and
displayed. There should be a set of CC records for each content damage category specified on the
DC records. If more than 8 damage categories from the DC records are to be aggregated into a
content damage category on the CC record they are input on subsequent CC records beginning in
the second field. A new set of CC records is required for each content damage category.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE CC Record identification.

1 NCATS + Number of damage categories on DC records to be aggregated
into this content damage category.

2 ICCT AN Content damage category identification. Same as JDCT
(DC.2) for this category.

3 ICATS(1) AN Identification of first damage category from DC records to be
aggregated into this content damage category.

4 ICATS(2) AN Identification of second damage category from DC records to
be aggregated into this content damage category.

5-N ICATS(5-N) AN Same as Fields 3 and 4 for NCATS (CC.1) categories.
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DR
DAMAGE REACH RECORDS

Damage reach records are required for each reach to be analyzed. There must be NODR (J2.3)
sets of DR, DT (and optional SE and D3) records.

DR RECORD (Required)

The required DR record specifies the damage reach code and provides input of relevant water
elevation data for the selected index location within the damage reach.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE DR Record identification.

1 JDR AN Damage reach identification code. If ZW record included, this
field specifies the location" of the DSS pathname (part B).
See Appendix C.

2 REFFLD + Elevation of the reference flood at the index location for this
damage reach.

3 POLELV + Target water surface elevation at the index location for
raise-to-target analysis specified for IPOL (JU.1). Blank if
IPOL is blank, 0, 3 or 4.

4 PROELV + Target water surface elevation at the index location for flood
proof to target flood level analysis specified for IPROF (J1.2).
Blank if IPROF is blank, 0, 3 or 4.

5 EVCELV + Target water surface elevation at the index location for
structure relocation specified for IEVAC (J1.3). Blank if
IEVAC is left blank or zero.

6 STRELV + Water surface elevation at index location that will be used as
starting tabulation elevation for elevation-damage function
development. Should be slightly lower than elevation at
which damage is expected to begin.

7 ELINTR blank, + Elevation tabulation increment at which damage potential will
be computed, printed, and stored. Elevation-damage function
will be started at STRELV (DR.6) and be tabulated at IELV
(J2.7) intervals of ELINTR increments. If AGG (J2.4) is a
positive number, this field may be left blank. If both AGG
(J2.4) and ELINTR are entered, ELINTR overides variable
AGG.
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DT

DR RECORD (continued)

Field Variable Value Description

8 IDPRT blank Leave this field blank if IPRNT (J1.5) is not equal to four.

0 If IPRNT (J1.5) equals 4 and IDPRT equals 0 (zero), then
the structure information WILL NOT be printed.

1 If IPRNT (J1.5) equals 4 and IDPRT equals 1, then the
structure information WILL be printed.

9 ID3 0 Sample scaling adjustment is not desired for this reach.

1 Sample scaling has been specified (ISAMP, J1.10) and
percentages will be provided on D3 records.

DT RECORD (Required)

The required DT record provides title information.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE DT Record identification.

1-10 DTITLE AN Title and/or description of damage reach specified as JDR
(DR.1) on previous DR record.
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SE RECORD (Optional)

The optional SE record specifies the water surface elevations to be used for single flood event
analysis. Required if ITYPE (J1.8) is non-zero. The water surface elevation must be entered in
increasing order.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE SE Record identification.

1 SINGLE(1) + Water surface elevation at the index location within damage
reach JDR (DRI.) (specified on previous DR record) for the
first single flood event to be analyzed. The tide for this event
will be specified on the ST record following all damage reach
record sets.

2 SINGLE(2) + Water surface elevation at the index location for second (and
subsequent) events (up to 10) to be analyzed. The title for
these events will be specified on the ST record following all
damage reach record sets.

N SINGLE(N) + Water surface elevation at the index location for N events (up
to 10). The title for each event is specified on ST records
following all damage reach record sets.
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ST

D3 RECORD (Optional)

The optional D3 record specifies the scaling percentages that will be used to adjust the damage
functions. The consolidated damage potential will be scaled as the reciprocal of the value specified.
D3 record(s) are required if ISAMP (J1.10) is 1.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE D3 Record identification.

1 SAMPLE(l) + Percent sampling performed for structures consolidated into
damage category JDCT (DC.2) in first DC record. Input as
whole number (e.g., 60% is 60).

2 SAMPLE(2) + Percent sampling performed for structures consolidated into
damage category JDCT (DC.2). Input as whole number (e.g.,
60% is 60).

N SAMPLE(N) + Percent sampling performed for structures consolidated into
damage category JDCT (DC.N). Input as whole number
(e.g., 60% is 60). Continue on to additional D3 records as
needed beginning in first field of additional records, NODC
(J2.2) values required. Leave content damage category fields
blank.

ST RECORD (Optional)

The optional ST record follows the complete NODR (J2.3) sets of damage reach records (D4,
DT, SE, and D3 records) and provides title information for the single flood events specified on each
of the SE records. This record is required if ITYPE (J1.8) is not equal to zero.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE ST Record identification.

1 SEVTIT(1) AN Title for first single flood event elevation specified on SE
records (SEM).

2 SEVTIT(2) AN Title for second single flood event elevation specified on SE
records.

N SEVTIT(N) AN Title for N single flood event elevation specified on SE
records (SE.N). Up to ITYPE (J1.8) titles.
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AC
AC RECORD (Optional)

The optional AC record is used to specify a reduced set of damage categories for summarizing
(for output display only) the results from single flood event analysis. Several damage categories can
be combined into a single category for printout display purposes. Required if IAG (JI.9) is I or 3.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE AC Record identification.

1 NAGGDC + Number of aggregated new damage categories. Maximum is
30.

2 IAGGDC(1) AN Identification code for the aggregated new damage category
in which the damage for the first damage category specified
on the first DC (damage category) record is placed. The
identification code will be used to label the output

3 IAGGDC(2) AN The aggregated new damage category in which the damage
for the damage category specified on the second DC (damage
category) record is placed.

N IAGGDC(N) AN Etc., NODC (J2.2) items. Continue on to additional AC
records as needed starting in the second field.
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AR
AR RECORD (Optional)

The optional AR record is used to specify a reduced set of damage reaches for summarizing
(for output display only) the results from single flood event analysis. Several damage reaches can
be combined into a single reach for printout display purposes. Required if IAG (J1.9) is 2 or 3.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE AR Record identification.

1 NAGGDR + Number of aggregated new damage reaches. Maximum is 30.

2 IAGGDR(1) AN Identification code for the aggregated new damage reach in
which the damage for the damage reach specified on the first
set of DR (damage reach) records is placed. The
identification code will be used to label the output

3 IAGGDR(2) AN Identification code for the aggregated new damage reach in
which the damage for the damage reach specified on the
second set of DR (damage reach) records is placed.

N IAGGDR(N) AN Etc., NODR (J2.3) items. Continue on to additional AR
records as needed starting in the second field.
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SL
STRUCTURE INVENTORY RECORDS

The structure records which follow (SL and SD required, SO, SS and SA optional) provide the
basic inventory data for the structures to be subjected to damage potential analysis. The SS and SA
records do not presently result in analysis. They have been defined so that future applications (that
might be developed) could be accommodated in initial field data collection efforts.

SL RECORD (Required)

This required record provides identification codes, locational information, structure elevations,
and printout controls. The numbers in parentheses under FIELD are the record column numbers
for input.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE SL Record identification.

1 IDRCH AN Damage reach identification code that will be used for
structure damage potential aggregation for damage potential
function construction, summary printout, and file transfer.
The structure is presumed to be located within this specified
damage reach.

2 IBLDG AN Structure identification code. Used for all subsequent
accounting, and storage and retrieval of data for this
structure.

3 ROWN +,- If coordinates are used this value is the row or north
coordinate point. Any rectilinear coordinate system may be
used such as row/column or the Universal Transverse
Mercator (UTM) system.

4 COLE +,- If coordinates are used, this value is the column or east
coordinate point.

5 ADJ + Elevation of the reference flood at the structure (in feet).
Used (in conjunction with damage reach reference flood
elevation) to adjust structure elevation-damage potential at
site to the index location.

6 STOPO + Elevation of reference point selected for structure (in feet).
Must be input as either (1) first floor elevation or (2) ground
elevation. If elevation is input as ground elevation, will be
adjusted to first floor by addition of DELTG (SL.9). The first
floor elevation corresponds to the zero stage value on
stage-damage function (DF, DP, PC (or DD) records). If left
blank, or assigned as zero stage, values on DP record are
assumed to elevation values.
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SL RECORD (continued)

Field Variable Value Description

7 DELTZ +,- Distance between water surface elevation that can cause
damage to begin and first floor. For example, if a basement
opening exists that would admit water at some elevation
above the basement floor, damage might not begin until
water reaches that elevation. If the point is below first floor
elevation, elevation difference input should be negative (e.g.,
preceded by a minus sign). Only the structure and content
damage functions are adjusted, the "other" damage function is
not adjusted.

8 DELTB +,- Distance between elevation of basement floor and first floor
elevation. Elevation difference input would normally be
negative (e.g., preceded by a minus sign). Needed if
structure has a basement and separate damage function is to
be used for basement only.

9 DELTG +,- Used only if elevation STOPO (SL.6) was input as ground
elevation. Needed to adjust STOPO to first floor elevation.
Distance between elevation of first floor and ground
elevation. If first floor elevation is above ground, elevation
difference is positive and should be so input.

10 IFUNC 0 Analysis to be performed uses a single level damage function
(73-74) and only SD records will be included. SO, SS or SA records

are not used.

1 One additional structure record (either a SO, SS, SA record)
will be included with the required SL and SD records.

2 Two additional structure records (either SO and SS, SO and
SA, or SS and SA records) will be included with the required
SL and SD records.

3 Three additional structure records (SO, SS, and SA records)
will be included with the required SL and SD records.

10 NEWSTR 0 Structure will be considered as "existing" for analysis
(75) purposes.

1 Structure will be considered as "new" (e.g., does not presently
exist but will be built at some future date) for analysis
purposes.
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SD RECORD (Required)

The required SD record specifies the damage category (for damage potential consolidation),
damage function assignments, and values for structures and contents. The numbers in parentheses
under FIELD are the column numbers for input.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE SD Record identification.

1 IDRCH AN Damage reach identification code (identical to SL.1).

2 IBLDG AN Building identification code (identical to SL.2).

3 IDCAT AN Damage category (specified on DC records) JDCT (DC.2)
to which this structure will be assigned for consolidation
of damage potential of all structures.

4 ID1FS AN Identification code for damage potential function to be
(25-27) assigned to this structure. Use appropriate DF record

identification code, IT (DF.1).

4 V1FS + Total value of structure in thousands of dollars ($1000). If
(28-32) damage function to be assigned to this value is a percent

function, this value provides the conversion. Otherwise
the value input here is used in various tables and
summaries.

5 IDIFC AN Identification code for damage potential function to be
(33-35) assigned to damage to contents for this structure. Use

appropriate DF record identification code, IT (DF.1).

5 V1FC + Total value contents in thousands of dollars ($1000).
(36-40)

Value of contents is a percentage of the structure value.
Input as negative whole number (e.g., 50% is input as
-50).

6 IDiFO AN Identification code for damage potential function to be
(41-43) used for damage to "other" items. Use appropriate DF

record identification code, IT (DF.1).

6 VIFO + Total value of "other" items in thousands of dollars
(44-48) ($1000).

Value of "other" is a percentage of the structure value.
Input as a negative whole number (e.g., 5% is input as
-5).

7-10 IADDR AN Space allowed for comment/record keeping. Not stored or
saved. Could be used to record address, source of
structure market values, land costs, or other miscellaneous
information.
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SO RECORD (Optional)

The optional (see IFUNC (SL.10)) SO record provides for additional specification of analysis for
the basement and above first floor categories for those users who desire to evaluate structures at
three levels. In this case, the SD record is then used to provide only first floor information. The
numbers in parentheses under FIELD are the record column numbers for input.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE SO Record identification.

1 IDRCH AN Damage reach identification code (identical to SL.1).

2 IBLDG AN Building identification code (identical to SL.2).

3 IDBS AN Identification code for damage potential function to be
(17-19) assigned for damage to the structure of the basement.

Use appropriate DF record identification code, IT (DF.1).
3 VBS + Total value of the structure of the basement in thousands

(20-24) of dollars ($1000).

4 IDBC AN Identification code for damage potential function to be
(25-27) assigned to damage to contents of the basement. Use

appropriate DF record identification, IT (DF.1).

4 VBC + Total value of the contents of the basement in thousands
(28-32) of dollars ($1000).

Value of the contents of the basement is a percentage of
the structure value of the basement. Input as negative
whole number (e.g., 50% is input as -50).

5 IDBO AN Identification code for damage potential function to be
(33-35) assigned for damage to "other" items of the basement.

Use appropriate DF record identification code, IT (DF.1).

5 VBO + Total value of the "other" items of the basement in
(36-40) thousands of dollars ($1000).

Value of the "other" items of the basement is a percentage
of the structure value of the basement. Input as negative
whole number (e.g., 50% is input as -50).

6 IDAS AN Identification code for damage potential function to be
(41-43) assigned for damage to the structural portion above the

first floor. Use appropriate DF record identification code,
IT (DF.1).

6 VAS + Total value of the structural portion above the first floor
(44-48) in thousands of dollars ($1000).

7 IDAC AN Identification code for damage potential function to be
(49-51) assigned for damage to the contents above the first floor.

Use appropriate DF record identification, IT (DF.1).
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SO RECORD (continued)

Field Variable Value Description

7 VAC + Total value of the contents above the floor in thousands of
(52-56) dollars ($1000).

Value of the contents for above first floor is a percentage
of the structural portion above first floor value. Input as
negative whole number (e.g., 50% is input as -50).

8 IDAO AN Identification code for damage potential function to be
(57-59) assigned for damage to "other" items above first floor. Use

appropriate DF record identification, IT (DF.1).

8 VAO + Total value of the "other" items above the first (60-64)
floor in thousands of dollars ($1000).

Value of the "other" for above first floor is a percentage of
the structural portion above first floor value. Input as
negative whole number (e.g., 50% is input as -50).

9 RVMILE + River mile associated with this structure. This is used to
calculate the reference flood elevation for each structure
by interpolation of the calculated water surface profiles
from HEC-2. C dculations are done by the "FDA2PO"
computer program. Leave blank if the reference flood
elevation is entered in field SL.5 (variable ADJ). SID
currently ignores this field.

10 STOIDX + Computed structure reference elevation at the index
location. Calculations are done by the "FDA2PO"
computer program. SID currently ignores this field but
SIDEDT recognizes this field as valid.
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SS
STRUCTURE CHARACTERISTICS/DOCUMENTATION RECORDS

The SS and SA records have been formulated to provide a systematic data capture procedure for
cataloging more precisely the characteristics of inventoried structures. The data contained on these
records are simply read and printed. Future plans for enhancement of SID capabilities include sort,
display, and summary operations on these data items, and later, creation of analysis routines to
permit refined nonstructural and other analysis.

SS RECORD (Optional)

The optional SS record (see IFUNC (SL.10)) provides for cataloging more detailed information
on the structure to allow for potential, (not yet developed) more detailed, economic and
nonstructural analysis. The numbers in parentheses under FIELD are the column numbers for
input.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE SS Record identification.

1 IDRCH AN Identification code of damage reach to which this structure
is assigned (identical to SL.1).

2 IBLDG AN Building identification code (identical to SL.2).

3 YC + Year of completion of structure construction (e.g., 1952).
(17-20) Used as indicator of age of structure.

3 SF AN Soil foundation types used to determine
(21-22) seepage/construction problems/potential. Up to 5 types

(defined by user) may be specified. An example might be:
1 Gravel
2 Rock
3 Impervious
4 Swampy
5 Other

3 TG AN Categorization of structure types used as indicators of
(23-24) nature of construction and for statistical analysis. Up to

20 types (defined by user) may be specified. An example
might be:

1 Colonial
2 Ranch
3 Row
4 Trailer, etc.
n Etc.
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SS
SS RECORD (continued)

Field Variable Value Description......

4 CG AN Categorization of construction type. Used as indicator for
(25-26) potential modifications. Up to 10 categories (defined by

user) may be specified. An example might be:
1 Wood frame
2 Prefab
3 Masonry
4 Steel frame

Etc.

4 NG + Code for number of floors (not including basement:
(27-28) 1 One floor

2 Two floors
3 More than two floors

4 BG + Code for presence of basement.
(29-30)

0 No basement.
1 Structure has a basement.

5 BT AN Categorization of basement type. Up to 5 categories (user
(33-34) defined) may be specified. An example might be:

1 Full
2 Partial
3 None, slab foundation
n Etc.

5 BC AN Code for basement construction type. Up to 10 types
(35-36) (user defined) may be specified. An example might be:

1 Wood frame
2 Prefab
3 Masonry
4 Steel frame, etc.

Etc.

5 BSIZE + Basement area in hundred square feet.
(37-40)

6 NWB + Number of windows below the first floor.
(41-42)

6 WAB + Average size of the window openings below the first floor
(43-45) (square feet).

6 WBF + Elevation difference between the lowest window below the
(46-48) first floor and the first floor reference point.

7 NOB + Number of "other" openings below the first floor.
(49-50)
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SS RECORD (continued)

Field Variable Value Description

7 OAD + Average size of the 'other" openings below the first floor
(51-53) (square feet).

7 OBF + Elevation difference between the lowest "other* openings
(54-56) below the first floor and the first floor reference point.

8 Blank.
(57-58)

8 FC + Code for first floor construction type. Up to 10 types
(59-60) (user defined) may be specified. An example might be:

1 Wood frame
2 Prefab
3 Masonry
4 Steel frame, etc.
n Etc.

8 FSIZE + First floor area in hundred square feet.
(61-64)

9 NWF + Number of windows in the first floor.
(65-66)

9 WAF + Average size of window openings on first floor (square
(67-69) feet).

9 WDF + Elevation difference between the lowest window above the
(70-72) first floor and the first floor reference point elevation.

10 NOF + Number of *other' openings above the first floor elevation.
(73-74)

10 OAF + Average size of "other" openings above the first floor
(75-77) elevation (square feet).

10 ODF + Elevation difference between the lowest "other" openings
(78-80) above the first floor and the first floor reference elevation.
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SA

SA RECORD (Optional)

The optional SA record (see IFUNC (SL.10)) provides for additional cataloging and naming of
the structure (e.g., resident or business) and record keeping such as street address.

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE SA Record identification.

1 IDRCH AN Identification code for the damage reach to which
structure is assigned (identical to SL.1).

2 IBLDG AN Building/structure identification code (identical to SL.).

3,4 RESID AN Name of resident or business.

5-7 ADDR AN Street address.

8-9 CITY AN City or town.

10 IZIP + Zip code.
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ES

ES RECORD (Required)

The required ES record follows the last set of structure records (SL - SA).

Field Variable Value Description

0 KODE ES Record identification.
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APPENDIX F

Input Record Schematic
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STT iERC wT( i)-(2) .-.---- - .---- - .------- --------------------- ///

D*3c SERCNE(1)SUcnJ(2)----- ------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---P---

S i I I I I I I II, / / /
SI I I I I I I I f// I

**DP SAGE-)sA-E2 .- - ------------------------------------ ,-S-- - -
**DR JD REFFU?. PO.ELV. PROELy EVCELy SEy ELMM ID .~ 03 /

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 1 10

C C / WN A TS IC C T r CA T S l W a~ S W 2 -.- -.- - . . . . . . . . . . . . .- - - - I P-.AT S NM} •( I I I , I I I , 1 1 I
* *DCI JoC'r PoLWx PWMAX TWXC•

RR,, D ~ c W ( I )P ER C N T (2 ) -.- -. . . . .- - . .- . .-. .- - . .-. .-. .- -.- - P E R NT ( N T '

*) Reurd Rcr

A P* IPERCNDX(I)PECNT(2) F..... .. .. .. .. PERCT(N)1

•**OF / IT NSi'AG OF OFLE

1 2 3 4. 5 6 B 9 10

Record Field Numbers

•*Required Record
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